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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
The Utah Supreme Court has original appellate jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to
UT Const. Art. VIII, § 3, Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3)0) (1996).

ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
1.

DID THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY HOLD, AS A MATTER OF LAW, THAT
THE CITY RECORDER PROPERLY REJECTED SCOTT NELSON'S
REFERENDUM APPLICATION?

This issue was raised below in UTA's memoranda in support of its Motion for Summary
Judgment. (R. 875-79; 1333-38).
2.

DID THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY RULE THAT THE CITY HAD THE
AUTHORITY TO ENTER THE TRANSIT AGREEMENTS?

This issue was raised below in UTA's Memoranda in support of its Motion for Summary
Judgment. (R. 867-70; 1315-25).
3.

DID THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY HOLD, AS A MATTER OF LAW, THAT
THE CITY WAS NOT REQUIRED TO AMEND ITS MASTER PLAN BEFORE
EXECUTING THE TRANSIT AGREEMENTS?

This issue was raised below in UTA's memoranda in support of its Motion for Summary
Judgment. (R. 871-74; 1325-33).
STANDARD REVIEW
All questions decided by the trial court were decided as a matter of law and this court
reviews the trial court's rulings for correctness. Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co. v. Garfield
County. 811 P.2d 184 (Utah 1991); Prows v. Department of Financial Institutions. 822 P.2d 764,
766 (Utah 1991).
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APPENDIX TABLE
Appendix
A

Order, Record Materials, or Determinative Authority
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law; Order and Final Judgment of
Dismissal With Prejudice

B

Salt Lake City Downtown Plan (February 7, 1995)1

C

Salt Lake City Transportation Master Plan Maps (April 16, 1996)

D

Utah Code Ann. § 10-8-14 (1996)

E

Utah Code Ann. § 10-9-302, -303, -305 (1996)

F

Utah Code Ann. §§ 11-13-3, -5, -17, -20 and -23 (1996)

G

Utah Code Ann. §§ 11-20-16 (1972)

H

Utah Code Ann. §§ 17A-2-1002, -1016 and -1034 (1996).

I

Utah Code Ann. §§ 20A-7-101 (1995).

J

Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City § 23-5-4 (1969); as amended, Salt
Lake City Code 23-5-1 (1977)
Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City § 21A.02.040

K

1

The Downtown Plan is a two-sided document in its original form. As presented to the trial court attached to
the Affidavit of William Wright, every other page was inadvertently omitted in copying. (R. 312-335). Some portions of
the Downtown Plan which were quoted by the defendants in the briefs in support of their Motions for Summary Judgment
were not attached to Mr. Wright's Affidavit. Id.; (R. 797-98, 871-72). The quoted portions of the Downtown Plan are
properly in the record on appeal before this Court because plaintiffs failed to object to those quoted portions of the Plan.
(R. 933-34, 953). In addition, much like the provisions of the Utah Code and Utah Constitution cited in this brief, the
Downtown Plan is a matter of public record which is provided as a convenience to the Court and need not be formally
included in the record on appeal. A complete copy of the Downtown Plan is attached hereto as Appendix B.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS
A.

Procedural History.
This case is an ill-founded and belated attempt to stop construction of a light rail mass

transit system (the "Light Rail System") on Main Street in Salt Lake City. After years of study,
public input, and review by public officials concerning the Light Rail System, the Salt Lake City
Council on two occasions (in 1993 and 1995) passed resolutions adopting the so-called "Main
Street Alignment."

Subsequently, the Salt Lake City Council approved resolutions which

authorized the Mayor to execute agreements between the City and UTA providing for the
operation and construction of the Light Rail System according to the Main Street Alignment.
After UTA's Board of Directors placed approval of the agreements on its monthly agenda,
plaintiff Scott Nelson filed an application for a referendum petition with the City Recorder. He
then joined plaintiff Salt Lake on Track ("SLOT") in filing this action requesting a temporary
restraining order to enjoin UTA's Board of Directors from approving the agreements.
The trial court denied plaintiffs' motion for a temporary restraining order.

Shortly

thereafter, the City and UTA filed motions for summary judgment. On March 31, 1997, the trial
court heard arguments on those motions. On April 11, the trial court granted summary judgment
in favor of the City and the UTA, issued Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and entered an
Order and Judgment in favor of defendants. Copies of the trial court's Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law ("Findings and Conclusions"), and Order and Judgment of Dismissal with
Prejudice are attached hereto as Appendix A. Plaintiffs now appeal.
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B.

Statement of Facts,
The following material facts were established - and not disputed by plaintiffs in the trial

court — in the Affidavits submitted in support of the Motions for Summary Judgment of the City
and the UTA:
1.

The Party Defendants.

Salt Lake City (the City) is a municipal corporation of the State of Utah. (R. 752). Salt
Lake City owns the public roadway known as Main Street between 700 South and South Temple
Street in Salt Lake City.

(R. 752, 822).

It alone has the authority to authorize special

transportation uses on that street. (R. 752, 822). Kendrick D. Cowley is the City Recorder.
(R. 753).
UTA is a public transit district of the State of Utah organized as a limited purpose
municipal corporation pursuant to the Utah Public Transit District Act (the "Transit District
Act"), Utah Code Ann. § 17A-2-1001 et se^. (R. 753-54). Following enactment of the Transit
District Act in 1969, the City passed the Public Transit District Authority Act, §§ 23-5-1 et seq.,
Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City. (R. 1317). This ordinance adopted the language of the
Transit District Act in providing for the City's mass transportation needs. (R. 1317). The
ordinance was ratified by a citizens vote on November 4, 1969. (R. 1317).
2.

The Master Plans Reflect the City's Decision to Construct and Operate the
Light Rail System According to the Main Street Alignment

In 1989, UTA and the City began studying all aspects of the light rail project, including
where to construct and operate the Light Rail System in the City's central business district.

151178.1
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(R. 167, 754). On June 24, 1993, following analysis over a period of approximately four years including several meetings, formal studies, detailed presentations, and public hearings at which
public input was taken — the City Planning and Zoning Commission ("Planning Commission")
unanimously recommended that the Light Rail System follow the Main Street Alignment.2
(R. 167-171). This alignment provides, in relevant part, that the Light Rail System will run north
on Main Street from 700 South to South Temple then turn west and run down South Temple to
the Delta Center. (R. 169, 184, 188, 201, 232, 271, 289-90, 1173). The alignment also specifies
that the Light Rail System will run on a double-tracked center-of-the-street track configuration.
Id.
Based on the Planning Commission's recommendation, and following a public hearing on
July 15, 1993, the Salt Lake City Council (the "City Council") voted to adopt the Main Street
Alignment.

(R. 169, 1172-75, 1180).

Shortly thereafter, the UTA entered a full funding

agreement with the federal government. (R. 82-83, 87, 169-70, 271, 274, 286, 289-90). This
agreement provides for the federal government to pay approximately 80% of the cost of the Light
Rail System and obligated the UTA to construct and begin operating the system, according to the
Main Street Alignment. Id.
On February 5, 1995, after receiving a recommendation from the City Planning
Commission and holding a public hearing, the City Council adopted the Downtown Plan as a

2

The planning process for the light rail project began more than six years ago. (R. 144, 147-51, 167, 754).
There have been numerous opportunities for public input through more than 75 public meetings, 12 public information
meetings, 6 formal public hearings, 5 separate reports, various comment periods, and environmental impact statement
processes and hearings. (R. 144, 147-51). The project has been discussed and approved by various business groups and
by various agencies and public organizations, including the Salt Lake County Council of Governments, the Wasatch Front
Regional Council and Salt Lake City. (R. 144, 147-51).
151178.1
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general plan pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 10-9-301, et seq. (1996). (R. 170, 312-34). The
Downtown Plan contains several references to locating the Light Rail System on the Main Street
Alignment specifically, or on Main Street generally. The Plan states:
(a) "Mass transit, including light rail or collector system, should follow
Main Street Alignment." Appendix B, Downtown Plan at 6, Chart PC-4, (R. 797)
(emphasis added).
(b) "focus light rail on Main Street in the short run with the potential for
expanding to create a larger system from Provo to Ogden." Downtown Plan at 7,
Chart PI-1; (R. 797) (emphasis added);
(c) "first phase alignment ... should follow Main Street (or vicinity)3 and
South Temple alignment to maximize ridership potential." Downtown Plan at 18;
(R. 798). (emphasis added).4

3

Plaintiffs seize on the phrase, "or vicinity" to argue that the plans do not specifically identify Light Rail on
Main Street. While this phrase remains unexplained, Plaintiffs' argument rings hollow in light of the repeated references
to light rail on Main Street throughout the Plans, including the Transportation Master Plan Maps which specify the Main
Street Alignment.
4

Aligning the Light Rail System on Main Street is also consistent with other aspects of the Downtown Plan
which include focusing pedestrian traffic and reducing automobile traffic on Main Street, and focusing automobile traffic
on State Street and West Temple:
(a) "Use transportation to develop land use: Site Light Rail to serve existing and desired land use patterns; i.e.,
promote Main Street with expansion to the south and west." Downtown Plan at 5, Chart CL-4, (R. 317) (emphasis
added).
(b) "Develop Main Street as a transit corridor:
• Focus light rail and transit activity on Main Street, accommodate extensions,
• Reinforce pedestrian amenities along Main Street[.]" Downtown Plan at 8, Chart PT-8, (R. 321)
(emphasis added).
(c) "Identify streets for transit, parking, access, walking:
• Emphasize State, West Temple, 300 West and 400 South primarily for autos,
• Emphasize Main, 200 East, 200 West primarily for pedestrians[.]" Downtown Plan at 9, Chart AA-1,
(R. 322).
(d) "Develop a critical mass of retail along Main Street that can successfully draw and compete with other
commercial areas in the region:
• Encourage expansion of the retail areas that are primarily accessed by foot[.]" Downtown Plan at 9,
Chart AA-3, (R. 322).
151178.1
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In May 1995, the UTA and the Downtown Alliance (an association of business interests
operating in downtown Salt Lake City) jointly commissioned Fehr & Peers Associates, a private
consulting firm, to conduct a study of alternative alignments to the Main Street Alignment. (R.
170, 337-54). The Fehr & Peers' study was completed and forwarded to the Salt Lake City
Council for review and consideration in November, 1995. (R. 170). In addition, the Planning
Commission updated its 1993 staff report on the light rail alignment issue and submitted that
report to the City Council. (R. 170). At this time, the City Council was comprised of several
different council members from those who cast the 1993 vote adopting the Main Street
Alignment.

(R. 170, 358-400). On November 21, 1995 the newly-constituted City Council

reviewed both reports and reaffirmed its 1993 decision to adopt the Main Street Alignment,
including the double-tracked center-of-the-street configuration. (R. 170-71, 1191-92).
On April 16, 1996, the City Council conducted a public hearing on, and adopted, the Salt
Lake City Transportation Master Plan (the "Transportation Plan") as the transportation
component of its general plan. (R. 171, 1232). (Hereinafter, the Downtown Plan and the
Transportation Plan are sometimes referred to as the "Master Plans.") The Transportation Plan
was prepared by the City Transportation Department and recommended by the Planning
Commission. (R. 171, 1127). The Transportation Plan includes maps which depict the Light
Rail transportation corridor along the Main Street Alignment. Appendix C, Salt Lake City
Master Plan Maps, (R. 427).

151178.1
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3.

The City Council Properly Authorized and Approved the Transit
Agreements Before Scott Nelson Submitted this Petition Application.

After reaffirmation of the City's decision to construct and operate the Light Rail System
on Main Street, the UTA and the City began preparations and negotiations for the construction
and operation of the Light Rail system on Main Street. (R. 171). These efforts culminated in
draft agreements which were presented to the City Council. (R. 171). Pursuant to, and in
compliance with, the Interlocal Cooperation Act, Utah Code Ann. §§ 11-13-1 et seg., the City
Council passed a resolution on November 19, 1996 authorizing the Mayor to execute four
agreements with UTA related to light rail, including two agreements styled as the
"Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement" and the "Fixed Guideway Transit Corridor
Agreement," respectively. (R. 171). (Hereinafter, these agreements are collectively referred to
as the "Transit Agreements".)
Collectively, the Transit Agreements (a) grant UTA non-exclusive use of the surface,
subsurface, and airspace property necessary to accommodate the construction, operation and
maintenance of the Light Rail System along the main Street Alignment, (b) mandate that the
Light Rail System will be built on the Main Street Alignment, (c) provide for the design and
construction of the Light Rail system, (d) project the costs to construct the Light Rail System
within the City, and (e) allocate the responsibilities and costs for the design, design approval,
bidding, construction management, and construction of the Light Rail system within the City
limits. (R. 431-476, 478-507). In addition, these Agreements require the UTA to provide regular
system service to the general public within the corridor on which the Light Rail System will

151178.1
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operate, eliminate 1200 bus trips per day from Main Street, and provide a free shuttle service on
Main Street during the term of the agreements. Id.5
The UTA Board of Directors requested that the City adopt modifications to the Transit
Agreements. (R. 172). The City Council approved those modifications by resolution adopted on
December 12, 1996. (R. 172). On January 29, 1997, an 11-2 majority of the UTA Board of
Directors voted to approve the execution of the Transit Agreements. (R. 851).
4.

Plaintiffs' Belated Attempt to Stop The Light Rail Project

On January 22, 1997, plaintiff, L. Scott Nelson and others submitted an application for a
petition styled as an "Initiative Petition" to Salt Lake City Recorder, Kendrick D. Cowley. (R.
827, 830). The application proposed that a petition to be circulated which stated as follows:
The Salt Lake City Mayor and the Salt Lake City Council shall not
obligate the people of Salt Lake City, by ordinance or otherwise, to
an agreement with the Utah Transit Authority regarding the
establishment of a permanent light railroad line along Main Street
within the corporate limits of Salt Lake City between South
Temple Street on the north and 700 South Street on the south.
The City Recorder refused to issue an initiative petition as requested by Mr. Nelson and
the petition's other sponsors. (R. 827-28). Shortly thereafter, Mr. Nelson and SLOT brought
this action.

3

In addition to the Transit Agreements, the City and the UTA entered two additional agreements entitled the
Bus Services Agreement and the Arts in Transit Agreement. The Bus Services Agreement requires the UTA to provide a
shuttle service free to the public for transportation within the central business district of the City and allows the City to
eliminate bus travel within the City on Main Street from South Temple to 400 South. (R. 508-520). The Arts In Transit
Agreement provides for cooperation between the City and UTA for funding, providing for the design and fabrication of
artwork, and installing artwork at the six Light Rail stations to be located within the City. (R. 521-31).
151178.1
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
This case represents one more attempt to have the judiciary undo what years of proper
city planning has decided. Taken literally, plaintiffs' arguments would suggest that the Utah
Constitution has enshrined Main Street and dedicated it to automobile traffic in perpetuity. The
trial court, however, dissected plaintiffs' arguments and properly dismissed their case.
The trial court properly rejected plaintiffs' argument that the City Recorder was required
to accept Scott Nelson's petition application because that petition is expressly barred by the
Interlocal Cooperation Act. That Act bars all referenda on '"enactments," including resolutions
and agreements made under the authority of the Act. Plaintiffs attempt to extricate themselves
from under the weight of that provision by arguing that Mr. Nelson submitted his application
attacking the Transit Agreements before they were formally executed. The bar to such attacks is
not, however, limited by such procedural niceties. Rather, the Act precludes referenda on any
agreements which have been authorized, approved or executed. The Interlocal Cooperation Act
precludes a citizen vote on the Transit Agreements because the city council authorized and
approved the Agreements before Mr. Nelson submitted his application. The trial court's ruling
may also be sustained because the decision to run the Light Rail System on Main Street was an
administrative, not a legislative act.
The trial court properly held that Salt Lake City had authority to give UTA the right to
construct and operate the Light Rail System on Main Street without passing an ordinance
granting UTA a franchise. Several provisions in the Utah Code including Section 10-8-14, the
Transit District Act (accompanied by the City's corresponding adoption of that Act by ordinance
151178.1
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and a citizen vote), and the Interlocal Cooperation Act, grant the City authority to enter the
Transit Agreements and grant UTA the right to construct and operate the Light Rail System on
Main Street. Section 10-8-33 - - on which plaintiffs rely - - is simply inapplicable.
Finally, the trial court properly held that the City's Master Plans do not provide a basis
for challenging the Main Street Alignment. The construction and operation of the Light Rail
System according to the Main Street Alignment will not change the use of Main Street as
designated by the Master Plans because the Plans unequivocally provide for Light Rail on the
Main Street Alignment.

The Plans depict the Light Rail System on the precise alignment

identified in the Transit Agreements and the Plans were drafted and proposed on the premise of a
double-tracked center-of-the street configuration.

The court properly found that plaintiffs'

purported expert testimony did not create an issue of fact because the basis for that testimony
contradicted the express provisions of the Master Plans and there was a rationale basis for the
designations in the Plans. Finally, the Plans are advisory, not mandatory, in nature.
In sum this Court should affirm the trial court's decision dismissing all of their claims.
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ARGUMENT
I.

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY HELD, AS A MATTER OF LAW, THAT THE
TRANSIT AGREEMENTS ARE NOT SUBJECT TO A CITIZEN
REFERENDUM.
A.

The Interlocal Cooperation Act Expressly Precludes A Referendum on the
Transit Agreements.

The Interlocal Cooperation Act provides that a contract entered by two public agencies
pursuant to the provisions of the Act may not be challenged by referendum, such as that
proposed by plaintiff Scott Nelson. The Act states:
Any enactment taken or made under the authority of this chapter is
not subject to referendum.
Utah Code Ann. § 11-13-20(2)(1996). "Enactments" include resolutions adopted and contracts
and agreements which are "authorized, executed, or approved" under authority of the Interlocal
Cooperation Act. Id. As explained above, the City passed resolutions approving the Transit
Agreements, those agreements were executed pursuant to that Act, and the City and UTA
executed the Transit Agreements in compliance with the requirements of that Act. Thus, both
the resolutions passed by the City and the agreements themselves were enactments which may
not be challenged by referendum.
This express prohibition in the Interlcal Cooperation Act against referendum attacks on
interlocal agreements, combined with Section 17 of that Act (mandating resolution approval) and
Section 23 (making resolution approval sufficient to make agreements effective), evince a clear
legislative scheme to balance public input with the need for efficient administration of
government.
151178.1

The City and UTA followed the mechanism provided under the Interlocal
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Cooperation Act by conducting public hearings, commissioning studies, seeking extensive public
input concerning the light rail alignment, and approving the Transit Agreements by resolution.
As a result of that process, Main Street was the clear choice for the Light Rail corridor. Because
the City has engaged in that process, the Interlocal Cooperation Act precludes attack on the
alignment decision through a referendum. The practical necessities of meeting the transportation
needs of those who work and live in Salt Lake City demand that this System, already eight years
in process, encounter no further delays.6
B.

Plaintiff Scott Nelson Applied For a Referendum Petition, Not an Initiative
Petition

A referendum includes any resolution passed or contract authorized, approved or
executed by a city council that is submitted to the voters for approval or rejection. The Utah
statute which authorizes both initiatives and referenda provides that:
"Referendum" means a law passed by the Legislature or by a local
legislative body that is being submitted to the voters for their
approval or rejection.
Utah Code Ann. § 20A-7-101(12)(1996). In contrast to a referendum which seeks approval or
rejection of an existing law, an "initiative" is a "new law proposed for adoption by the public*'.
Utah Code Ann. § 20A-7-101(3).
This statutory scheme is consistent with the law of other states.

For example, in

Christensen v. Carson, 533 N.W.2d 712 (S.D. 1995), the South Dakota Supreme Court found that

6

The trial court's ruling may be upheld on two additional grounds. First, the petition was not filed within 35
days after the City Council passed either of the resolutions authorizing the Mayor to execute the Transit Agreements or the
resolution adopting the Main Street Alignment. Utah Code Ann. § 20A-7-601(2)(a). Second, Mr. Nelson's requested
petition was also improper because, as discussed below, it sought voter approval of an administrative action which is not
the proper subject of a referendum. Keigley v. Bench, 63 P.2d 262, 265 (Utah 1936).
151178.1
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the plaintiffs petition to delay a city's activities relating to the city's acquisition, establishment,
and construction of a new airport facility was a referendum, not an initiative. Similar to the
instant case, the defendant city held a series of informational meetings, had the airport placed on
the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems, and established an airport board. Id. at 713.
The city then entered agreements with the Federal Aviation Administration and the State of
South Dakota which obligated the city to pay only a fraction of the costs for the airport. Id. at
713. The plaintiff submitted a proposed ordinance, styled as an initiative, requiring a one-year
delay in the city's efforts to build an airport. Id. at 713-14.
The court held that the city properly rejected the ordinance and refused to submit it to a
public vote because it failed to comply with the requirements of a referendum under the relevant
statute. Id. at 713-16. In reaching its decision, the court held that the petition proposed by the
plaintiff was a referendum, not an initiative. An initiative, the court explained, "refers to a
proposal which originates with the people, while a referendum is a reaction to measures initiated
by the government." Id. at 714. Continuing, the court stated:
The purpose of the initiative is . . . to compel enactment of
measures desired by the people, and to empower the people, in the
event the legislature fails to act, enact such measures themselves.
The purpose of the referendum is to suspend or annul laws which
are not yet effective in order to provide the people a means of
expressing their desire regarding a legislative position . . . .
Id. at 714 quoting, Byre v. City of Chamberlain, 362 N.W.2d 69 (S.D. 1985); Accord, Wilson v.
Manning, 657 P.2d 251, 253 n.2 (Utah 1982); E. McQuillin, The Law of Municipal
Corporations, (3d Ed. 1996) §§ 16.52, .53 ("the initiative, in the case of municipal legislation, is
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initiation of municipal legislation and its enactment or rejection by the municipal electorate in
the event the proposed measure is not enacted by their elected representatives;" "Referendum is
the right of people to have an act passed by the legislative body submitted for their approval or
rejection.")
In the instant case, the petition application submitted by Scott Nelson sought a
referendum and not an initiative. By its very terms, it is a "reaction" to measures initiated by the
City and UTA.

Indeed, Mr. Nelson's petition seeks to "suspend or annul" (1) the Transit

Agreements, (2) the resolutions authorizing the Mayor to execute the Transit Agreements, and
(3) the resolutions passed by the City Council in 1993 and 1995 adopting the Main Street
Alignment.
Contrary to plaintiffs' argument, the fact that Mr. Nelson submitted his petition
application before the City and UTA formally executed the Transit Agreements does not change
the nature of the petition he sought. Under the Interlocal Cooperation Act, enactments include
contracts which are "authorized, executed or approved" Utah Code Ann. § 11-1320(l)(a)(ii)(emphasis added). Before Scott Nelson submitted his petition application on January
22, 1997, the City Council had approved the agreements on November 19, 1996, the UTA Board
of Directors had reviewed the agreements and requested minor modifications, and the City
Council had reviewed and approved the agreements as modified on December 12, 1996. The
"deal" between UTA and the City was effectively complete when Mr. Nelson submitted his
petition application.

151178.1

Final authorization by the UTA Board and signatures by appropriate
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representatives were mere formalities. Therefore, the Transit Agreements were authorized and
approved and, as such, were enactments before Mr. Nelson submitted his application.

Mr.

Nelson's petition proposed a vote to approve or reject those enactments. Accordingly, the
petition was a referendum, not an initiative.
By the same token, the proposed petition was a referendum on the City Council
resolutions which were passed in November and December of 1996 and which authorized the
Mayor to execute the Transit Agreements. These resolutions are enactments under the Interlocal
Cooperation Act. Utah Code Ann. §§ 11-13-17, -20(l)(a)(i). The resolutions authorized the
Mayor to execute the agreements which provided for construction and operation of the Light Rail
System according to the Main Street Alignment. The proposed petition requested a vote that
would have precluded the Mayor from executing agreements which called for construction and
operation of the Light Rail System on the Main Street Alignment. There was a perfect symmetry
between the authority granted by the City Council's resolutions and the authority withdrawn by
the proposed petition. As explained above, both resolutions were passed before Mr. Nelson
submitted his petition. As such, the petition was an after-the-fact attack on the resolutions and
was a referendum under both Utah's initiative/referendum statute and the common law.
Finally, the petition is a referendum on other City Council resolutions and is barred by
statute and common law.7 The petition effectively seeks voter approval or rejection of the
resolution passed by the City Council in 1993 where it initially adopted the Main Street
Alignment, and the decision by the newly-constituted City Council in 1995 reaffirming the initial
7
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alignment decision. Because the Transit Agreements were a necessary means to effectuate the
resolutions of the City Council, Mr. Nelson's proposed petition was also a belated attempt to
submit those legislative acts to the voters for approval or rejection.
Accordingly, Mr. Nelson's proposed petition was a referendum on the Transit
Agreements, the City Council resolutions authorizing the Mayor to sign the Transit Agreements,
and the resolutions adopting the Main Street Alignment. The petition is barred by the Interlocal
Cooperation Act, the initiative/referendum statute, and the common law. Indeed, it is plaintiffs
who desire to engage in "smoke and mirrors" argument and exalt form over substance, contrary
to the statutory scheme of Utah's initiative/ referendum statute and relevant caselaw.
C.

The Trial Court's Ruling May Be Sustained For The Additional Reason That
The Main Street Alignment Is Not The Proper Subject Matter Of A
Referendum Petition.

The trial court also acted properly in rejecting the plaintiffs' fourth cause of action which
sought a determination that Mr. Nelson's proposed petition is legislative rather than
administrative in nature. Contrary to plaintiffs' suggestion, however, the trial court was not
required to reach a decision on this issue. Because the application requested a referendum which
is expressly barred by statute, the issues raised by plaintiffs' fourth cause of action are moot.
Despite this, discussion of the distinction between administrative and legislative acts is
worthwhile because this distinction provides an additional basis for sustaining the trial court's
ruling.

151178.1
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Only government actions which are legislative, as opposed to administrative in nature, are
subject to Utah's referendum statute. Bird v. Sorenson, 394 P.2d 808, (Utah 1964); Keigley v.
Bench, 89 P.2d 480, 483 (Utah 1939). The determination as to whether government action is
legislative depends on whether it makes new law or simply executes existing law.8 Keigley, 89
P.2d at 484; Amalgamated Transit Union-Div. 757 v. Yerkovich, 545 P.2d 1401, 1404-05 (Ore.
Ct. App. 1976).

Initiative petitions are limited in this manner to effectuate the practical

exigencies of government and not hamper the efficient administration of experienced municipal
officials. See Shriver v. Bench, 313 P.2d 475, 478 (Utah 1957); Wennerstran v. City of Mesa
821 P.2d 146, 149 (Ariz. 1991)(enbanc).
Moreover, even where government action might otherwise be subject to voter
referendum, such government action should be ruled administrative if a matter is sufficiently
complex that it is not practical for the public to give it sufficient time and attention, and the
practical exigencies of the operation of city government make voter participation inappropriate.
Citizen's Awareness Now v. Marakis, 873 P.2d 1117, 1125 (Utah 1994). Questions concerning
the physical structure, operation, and management of municipal facilities require specialized
knowledge and experience which fit within the expertise of municipal administrators. Wichita v.
Kansas Taxpayers Network, 874 P.2d 667, 672 (Kan. 1994) (establishment of city-wide storm

8

In Keigley, this Court also noted that courts have also stated that legislative acts are of a "permanent or
general" character while administrative acts are "temporary in operation and effect." Keigley, 89 P.2d at 1484. Plaintiffs
seize on the term "permanent," ignoring the companion term "general," and conclude, without support, that a light rail
system must be permanent and execution of the Transit Agreements must be a legislative act. Appellant's Brief at 30-31.
In contrast to plaintiffs' position, a permanent law is one which lays down a rule of conduct or course of policy for the
guidance of citizens. Amalgamated Transit Union-Div., 545 P.2d at 1404-05. The petition proposed by Scott Nelson
does not fall within this description.
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utility system is administrative and not subject to referendum). Such decisions are, therefore,
administrative in nature and are not the proper subject of an initiative.

Id.;

Accord

Wennerstrom, 821 P.2d at 151-53 (city's decision to widen street from five to seven lanes is
administrative and not subject to referendum).
The execution of the Transit Agreements, which Mr. Nelson proposes to put to a
referendum, is a purely administrative act. Those agreements implement the City Council's 1993
and 1995 resolutions adopting the Main Street Alignment and the City's Master Plans, which
expressly provide for construction and operation of the Light Rail System on Main Street.
Furthermore, the Transit Agreements execute the policy goals of both the Interlocal Cooperation
Act and the Transit District Act. They do not create new laws or policies. The Interlocal
Cooperation Act provides that:
It is the purpose of this Act to permit local governmental units to
make the most efficient use of their powers by enabling them to
co-operate with other localities on a basis of mutual advantage and
thereby to provide services and facilities in a manner and pursuant
to forms of governmental organization that will accord best with
geographic, economic, population and other factors influencing the
needs and development of local communities . . . .
Utah Code Ann. §11-13-2.
The Transit District Act similarly provides:
The legislature hereby finds and declares:
(4)
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that the problems involved in adequately furnishing public
urban transportation for the present and future needs of the
people of the state are of such magnitude and complexity that
the various urban transit systems, municipalities and counties
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acting individually, lack the ability, finances and jurisdiction
to resolve, establish and coordinate urban transportation.
Utah Code Ann. § 17A-2-1002. The decision to place the Light Rail System on Main
Street implements these existing laws and their policies. Hence, that decision is administrative in
nature.
Execution of the Transit Agreements is also administrative in nature because the
exigencies of government and the complexity of the alignment issues simply do not allow for
citizen input on every aspect of the Light Rail Alignment. The elected representatives of the Salt
Lake's citizens, including the members of the City Council and the Mayor have carefully studied
the question of the Light Rail alignment and received public input on the decision to place light
rail on Main Street. As a result of that process, these public officials resoundingly support the
Main Street Alignment. (R. 169-71, 336). Because the representative form of government has
properly carried out this administrative decision, second-guessing that process is not appropriate.
D.

Utah Law Does Not Compel the City Recorder to Accept Scott Nelson's
Petition Application.

Plaintiffs contend that the Utah Code mandates that a city recorder must accept all
applications for initiative petitions. This argument misstates Utah law and needlessly elevates
procedure over substance.
Although Utah statutory law does not directly address the issue of whether a city recorder
may reject an application for an initiative petition, Utah case law does. In White v. Welling, 57
P.2d 703 (1936), the Utah Supreme Court upheld the Secretary of State's refusal to accept an
initiative application. The court stated that although, as a general matter, the Secretary of State's
151178 1
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duties at the application stage were ministerial, the Secretary did have discretion to reject an
application that dealt with "such a matter as is not properly the subject of the Initiative and
Referendum Act." Id. at 705.
Subsequently, in Keiglev v. Bench, 89 P.2d 480, 481-82 (Utah 1939), a case involving a
city recorder's refusal to process an initiative application, the court expanded on White, stating
that a matter which is administrative rather than legislative is "not properly the subject of the
Initiative and Referendum Act."

Id. at 482. The court further stated that only initiatives

proposing ordinances which are legislative in character may be referred, and stated that if the
subject matter of the proposed ordinance is an "administrative act of the [city] commission, [the
city recorder] may rightly refuse to perform the duties prescribed by the statute. Id. In such case,
his duty to act does not arise since he is asked to refer that which is not subject to referendum."
Id. (emphasis added).
Plaintiffs assert that the 1995 amendment to the statute regarding initiative and
referendum at the state level impliedly removes the discretion granted to a city recorder in
Keiglev. See Utah Code Ann. § 20A-7-202; Appellants' Brief at 20-24.
They

assert

that

because

the

Legislature

amended

the

provisions

in

the

initiative/referendum statute to grant specific powers to the Lieutenant Governor, but did not
similarly amend the provisions governing local initiative and referenda, it impliedly overturned
the holding in Keigley. Plaintiffs' position is contrary to Utah law. Specifically, in American
Coal Co. v. Sandstrom, 689 P.2d 1, 3 (Utah 1984), the court stated:
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Where the legislature amends a portion of a statute, leaving other
portions unamended, . . . absent substantial evidence to the
contrary, the legislature is presumed to have been satisfied with
prior judicial constructions of the unaltered portions of the statute
and to have adopted those constructions as consistent with its own
intent.
See also Bigfoot's, Inc. v. Industrial Comm'n of Utah, Depart, of Employ. Sec, 710 P.2d 180,
182 (Utah 1985) (acquiescence by the Legislature to a judicial interpretation of a statute is strong
evidence of legislative agreement with the judicial interpretation); Black Bull, Inc. v. Industrial
Comm'n of Utah, Depart, of Employ. Sec, 547 P.2d 1334, 1335-36 (Utah 1976) (same).9
Keigley was decided over fifty years ago and the Legislature has not amended the local initiative
statute to overrule it. Accordingly, the decision in Keigley upholding the city recorder's refusal
to accept an initiative application governs this case.
Finally, it would be contrary to good public policy to adopt Plaintiffs' view of the law.
Plaintiffs concede that a city recorder may reject a completed initiative petition. Appellants'
Brief at 20-24. It would be a waste of time for both the petitioner and the government to require
a city recorder to accept an application when the recorder knows he would subsequently be
required to deny the completed initiative petitions. See White, 57 P.2d at 705 (noting that the

9

Moreover, the 1995 amendment to the state initiative statute addresses initiative applications which are
unconstitutional, nonsensical, or illegal. This was not the issue in Keigley, and has nothing to do with the
administrative/legislative distinction at issue in Keigley and in this case.
Plaintiffs also argue that the City Recorder is a ministerial office and may not reject an application for any reason
based on the dissent in Keigley. Plaintiffs attempt to overcome the fact that their argument is based on the dissent and not
the majority opinion by arguing, without authority, that this 1939 dissent became the ''precursor" to the current statutory
language adopted by the Legislature in 1995. This argument is simply nonsense.
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Utah Supreme Court would probably not require the Secretary of State to issue a petition if it
would be useless to do so). The law simply does not require that result.
II.

THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY HELD, AS A MATTER OF LAW, THAT
SALT LAKE CITY HAD AUTHORITY TO GRANT UTA THE RIGHT TO
CONSTRUCT AND OPERATE THE LIGHT RAIL SYSTEM ON MAIN
STREET.
Plaintiffs argue that the City has no authority to enter the Transit Agreements because,

they assert, Section 10-8-33 is the sole and exclusive authority for approval of the Agreements,
that section requires the City to pass an ordinance granting the UTA a franchise, and the City did
not pass an ordinance granting UTA a franchise. The trial court correctly rejected this argument
and held that the City10 has authority to execute the Transit Agreements pursuant to its enabling
powers, the Transit District Act and corresponding city ordinance, and the Interlocal Cooperation
Act. In addition, Section 10-8-33 does not apply to the Transit agreements because the rights
granted to UTA are not a franchise.
A.

The City Had Express Statutory Authority To Enter the Transit Agreements.

State and local law specifically provide that the City and UTA may enter into contracts
for the construction, maintenance, and operation of public transportation systems. In particular,
section 10-8-14 of the Utah Code expressly provides that:
(1) [The City] may construct, maintain and operate . . . public
transportation systems, or authorize the construction,
maintenance and operation of the same by others . . . .

SLOT does not contest UTA's authority to enter the Mass Transit Agreements.
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(emphasis added). This section is one of several sections which enumerate the powers of cities
and specifically authorizes the City to construct, maintain and operate public transportation
systems and to authorize others to perform these functions. This provision does not require the
City to grant a franchise or enact an ordinance to authorize the same. Pursuant to the Transit
Agreements, the City agreed to participate with UTA in the construction of the Light Rail
System and authorized UTA to operate the Light Rail System. Accordingly, the City had express
statutory authority to enter the Transit Agreements.
The City is also expressly authorized to enter the Transit Agreements pursuant to the
Transit District Act and the City's adoption of that act by ordinance. The Transit District Act
provides that UTA may "cooperate with and enter agreements with" the City to "establish transit
facilities." Utah Code Ann. § 17A-2-1034 (1996). Continuing, this section states:
The state or any public agency may also authorize, aid and assist
the district to carry out any activity which the State or public
agency is by law authorized to perform and carry out on its own
behalf.

UTA may also:
[AJcquire, contract for, lease, construct, own, operate, control, or
use rights-of-way, rail lines, monorails, bus lines, stations,
platforms, switches, yards, terminals, parking lots, any facilities
necessary or convenient for public transit service . . . .

11

As noted above, Section 10-8-14 authorizes the City to construct public transit systems and authorize others to
carry out these activities. Therefore, section 17A-2-1034 provides addition authority for the proposition that the City may
grant UTA the right to construct and operate the Light Rail system on Main Street.
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Utah Code Ann. § 17A-2-1016(2)(k) (1996) (emphasis added).12 The City expressly adopted
these provisions by Ordinance on October 2, 1969 and the Ordinance was ratified by a vote of
the general public on November 4, 1969. Appendix J, Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City
§ 23-5-1 (1969),13 (R. 1154-57). Accordingly, the City has authority ~ by ordinance expressly
ratified by a vote of the citizens — to enter agreements with UTA which allow the UTA to own,
operate and control rights-of-way and other facilities necessary or convenient for public transit
service. The Transit Agreements are expressly authorized by these provisions.

Indeed, as

evidenced by Section 17A-2-1034, the Transit District Act specifically anticipates these types of
argeements.
Finally, the Interlocal Cooperation Act, Utah Code Ann. §§ 11-13-1 (1996) et seq.
expressly provides that the City and the UTA may, by resolution, enter agreements which convey
property rights to the UTA to facilitate the mass transportation of people into, through, and out of
the City. The Interlocal Cooperation Act states:

12

When the ordinance was passed, the above-cited provisions were located at Utah Code Ann. §§ 11-20-16, -20

13

The ordinance further provides:

(1972).

Now, therefore, it is hereby declared that public convenience and necessity require
incorporation of a Public Transit District which can operate in its own right and
authority and exercise jurisdiction without restriction to municipal, corporate or
county limits or the government of governmental units lying within the district. It is
for the purpose of this ordinance to provide the means necessary for mass
transportation of persons presently and in the future, all pursuant to Chapter 12,
Laws of the State of Utah, 1965, First Special Session as therein made and provided.
Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City § 23-5-4 (1969) (emphasis added).
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Conveyance or acquisition of property by public
authorized.

agency

In carrying out the provisions of this chapter, any public agency14
may convey property to or acquire property from any other public
agency for consideration as may agreed upon.
Utah Code Ann. § 11-13-16. The Act further authorizes public agencies to enter agreements
which provide for joint or cooperative action:
Any two or more public agencies may enter into agreements with
one another for joint or co-operative action pursuant to this act.
Utah Code Ann. § 11-13-5. Thus, the Interlocal Cooperation Act expressly authorizes the City to
enter agreements which convey property rights, jointly hold property, and engage in cooperative
action with the UTA to provide services and facilities to individuals who work and live in the
City.
In addition to authorizing the Transit Agreements, the Interlocal Cooperation Act
mandates that contracts entered pursuant to its terms must be authorized by resolution adopted by
the governing bodies of the respective public agencies.
Any contract entered into hereunder shall extend for a term of not
to exceed 50 years and shall be authorized by resolutions adopted
by the respective governing bodies.
Utah Code Ann. § 11-13-17. (emphasis added). A resolution authorizing the City to enter such
an agreement is not only necessary, but it is also sufficient to make the agreement effective:
When public agencies enter into agreements pursuant to the
provisions of this act whereby they utilize a power or facility
jointly, or whereby one political agency provides a service or
14

The term "public agency" is broadly defined to include both cities and special districts. Utah Code Ann. §1113-3(7). Therefore, both Salt Lake City and UTA are public agencies which are granted authority under the Interlocal
Cooperation Act.
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facility to another, compliance with the requirements of this act
shall be sufficient to effectuate said agreements.
Utah Code Ann. §11-13-23.
These sections demonstrate a cohesive body of law adopted by the state legislature, local
leaders, and citizens to meet the public's transportation needs. The Transit Agreements meet all
of the requirements necessary to be effective under the each of these provisions.15 The subjects
of the agreements fall within the scope of the authority granted to the City under the Act. Indeed,
the Mass Transit Agreements provide for the very type of cooperation between public agencies
anticipated by the Cooperation Act.
In addition, each of the Mass Transit Agreements was approved by a resolution of the
governing bodies of both the City and the UTA. The Salt Lake City Council authorized the
Mayor to execute each of the Agreements. (R. 171-72). Similarly, an overwhelming majority16
of the UTA's Board of Directors voted to approve the Agreements. (R. 857).
Accordingly, the Transit Agreements were properly entered and are effective under
Section 10-8-14, the Utah Public Transit District Act, and the Interlocal Cooperation Act.
B.

The Trial Court Properly Ruled that Section 10-8-33 Does Not Apply To the
City's Grant of Authority To UTA To Construct and Operate the Light Rail
System on Main Street.

Plaintiffs' conclusion that Section 10-8-33 provides the exclusive procedure by which
the City and UTA may enter the Transit Agreements rests on the premise that by executing there
13

Agreements to convey property and provide for joint action entered pursuant to the Interlocal Cooperation Act
must also satisfy certain additional technical requirements, all of which were satisfied by the City and the UTA. (R. 45758, 502-03).
16

Eleven of the thirteen UTA directors who attended the January 29, 1997 UTA board meeting approved the
Agreements. One board member was absent. (R. 851).
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Agreements, the City granted a franchise to a railroad company without enacting an ordinance in
violation of section 10-8-33. The trial court correctly rejected this argument. Appendix A,
Findings and Conclusions at 5.
Courts which have reviewed contracts between a city and a statutorily created, public
entity responsible for public transportation, have held that such contracts do not grant a franchise
to the public transit system. For example, in Northwest Natural Gas Co. v. City of Portland, 711
P.2d 119, 133 (Or. 1985) (en banc), the Oregon Supreme Court explained:
Tri-Met [the light rail system operating in the Portland
area] is not just another utility.
Tri-Met is "a municipal
corporation of this State, and a public body, corporate and politic,
exercising public power." It is a mass transit district organized
pursuant [to Oregon statute] for the primary purpose of "providing
for a mass transit system for the people of the district." Unlike
[other] utilities, Tri-Met does not occupy the street at the
sufferance of the city or by franchise or permit. Tri-Met's authority
to occupy the public right-of-way is a necessary attribute of its
existence and purpose, and is provided for by statute.
(citations and footnote omitted); see also State of Florida v. Dade County, 142 So.2d 79, 87-89
(Fla. 1962) (once transit system is purchased by county and becomes publicly owned, any
franchise agreement ceases to exist); Marin Water & Power Co. v. Town of Sausalito, 193 P.
294, 295 (Cal.Ct.App. 1920).
In direct contrast to these cases, all of the cases Plaintiffs cite as support for their position
involve situations where a city or county contracted with an individual, corporation, or trust for
the provision of public services on a for-profit basis.17 Plaintiffs' cases are simply inapposite.

17

See State of Oklahoma v. Garrison, 348 P.2d 859, 862-64 (Okla. 1959) (for-profit trust); Berman v. City and
County of Denver, 209 P.2d 754 (Colo. 1949) (private transportation company); Baker v. Denver Tramway Co., 210 P.
845 (Colo. 1922) (private transportation company); Heather Corp. v. Community Tele-Comm., Inc., 642 P.2d 24 (Colo.
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When a city grants an individual, corporation, or trust a right or privilege to impose a special
burden upon a public street for the dual purpose of serving the public and making a profit, the
city grants a franchise. See Union Pacific R. Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n,, 134 P.2d 469, 475
(Utah 1943); see also Community Tele-Communications v. Heather Corp., 677 P.2d 330, 337
(Colo. 1984) (en banc) (a municipality consenting to allow an individual or corporation to use
city streets, alleys and public places has been recognized as a franchise).18 When a city grants a
statutorily created, municipal corporation a similar right for the sole purpose of serving the
public, it does not grant a franchise. See Northwest Natural Gas Co, 711 P.2d at 133.
Accordingly, even if UTA were considered a railroad company under Section 10-8-33 which it is not — because UTA is a statutorily created, nonprofit public transit district, the City
need not grant UTA a franchise to construct and operate the Light Rail System.
In sum, the state legislature, local leaders, and the citizens of Salt Lake City provided a
cohesive body of law aimed at meeting the public's growing transportation needs. Pursuant to

Ct. App. 1981) (private cable company); Wilmington v. Delaware Coach Co., 230 A.2d 762 (Del. Ch. 1967) (private
transportation company); Union Pacific R. Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 134 P.2d 469 (Utah 1943) (private railroad
company).
Indeed, as plaintiffs concede, the cases which they cite for the proposition that a franchise may be issued to a
body politic, so state in mere dicta. Appellants' Brief at 36. See Thomas v. Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 197 P.2d 477,
507 (Utah 1948); Tri-City Elec. Ass'n v. City of Gillette, 548 P.2d 995, 1001 n. 6 (Wyo. 1978); So. Cal. Gas Co. v. City
of Vernon, 48 Cal. Rptr.2d 661, 666 (Cal. Ct. App. 1995).
18

Plaintiffs rely in part on the lower court's opinion in Community Tele-Communications. That reliance is
misplaced, as evidenced by the portion of the court's discussion omitted from the plaintiffs' quote. The court stated:
A franchise is a special right or privilege granted by government to an individual or
corporation, which right does not ordinarily belong to citizens in general.
Heather Corp. v. Community Tele-Communications, 642 P.2d 24, 25 (Colo. Ct. App. 1981). The underlined
portion of the Court's statement was omitted from plaintiffs' quotation of the Colorado Court of Appeal's discussion.
Appellants' Brief at 34.
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this specific statutory scheme, the City and UTA entered into the Transit Agreements to facilitate
the construction and operation of the Light Rail System. The trial court properly held that
plaintiffs' attempt to disrupt the City's efforts to facilitate the public's urgent needs for mass
transportation was based on an incorrect and insupportable interpretation of one statutory
provision describing the City's general powers.19

III. THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY HELD, AS A MATTER OF LAW, THAT THE
SALT LAKE CITY MASTER PLANS DO NOT PROVIDE A BASIS FOR
CHALLENGING THE MAIN STREET ALIGNMENT.
A.

Constructing and Operating the Light Rail System on the Main Street
Alignment Does Not Change The Use of Main Street From That Depicted
and Represented on the Master Plans.

Plaintiffs challenge the Transit Agreements on the ground that the City may not authorize
the construction of the Light Rail System according to the Main Street Alignment without
amending the Master Plans.

Plaintiffs' argument necessarily rests on their contention that

construction of the Light Rail System according to the Main Street Alignment will change the
use of Main Street in a way that is inconsistent with the Master Plans. Utah Code Ann. § 10-9305(1) provides that no public utility may be constructed or authorized unless it "conforms" to

19

Plaintiffs' reliance on Section 10-8-33 to limit the authority of the City to grant UTA the rights set forth in the
Transit Agreements is also based on the erroneous conclusion that UTA is a railroad company.
UTA is not a railroad company. It is a public transit district of the State of Utah, established by statute to
facilitate the public transportation of the citizens of this State. Utah Code Ann. § 17A-2-1001 et seq. The statutory
references on which Plaintiffs rely to reach a contrary conclusion (including Utah Code Ann. §§ 56-1-5 and 41-6-1(33),
(35)) are totally unrelated to the Transit District Act. Rules of statutory construction prohibit patching together unrelated
references to railroad corporations in the statute governing railroads (Title 56) and the traffic code (Title 41) to define a
term in the provisions concerning the general powers of cities (Title 10) in the manner used by Plaintiffs. The same words
used in different statutes and in different contexts have different meanings. MaGuire v. Yanke, 590 P.2d 85, 92 (Idaho
1978)("It is a matter of common understanding that definitional provisions do not purport to prescribe what meanings
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the City's general plan or has been approved as an amendment to the plan. Subsection (2) of
Section 10-9-305 similarly requires an amendment to the City's general plan in the event the City
"narrow[s]" or "chang[es]" the "use" of a street from that set forth in the plan. Appellants' Brief
at 44-45.
As the trial court specifically held, the Main Street Alignment conforms to and does not
change the use of Main Street because the Master Plans specifically and unequivocally
incorporate the Main Street Alignment for light rail. Appendix A, Findings and Conclusions at
5-6. The Transportation Master Plan Maps specifically show the Light Rail System on the
precise corridor designated by the Transit Agreements for construction of the Light Rail System.
That is, both the Maps and the Transit Agreements provide that the system will run down Main
Street from 700 South to South Temple then turn west and run down South Temple to the Delta
Center. Appendix C, Transportation Plan Maps; Rail Transit Corriders (R. 467, 470-71, 507).
In addition, it cannot be seriously disputed that the repeated references throughout the
Master Plans to the "Main Street Alignment" and placing Light Rail on "Main Street" refer to the
double-tracked center-of-the-street configuration. The exact same bodies which proposed, and
then adopted, the Main Street Alignment - the City Planning Commission and the City Council also proposed and then adopted both the Downtown Plan and the Transportation Plan.
Specifically, in June, 1993, the Planning Commission recommended that the City Counsel adopt
the Main Street double-tracked center-of-the-street alignment. (R. 167-71, 1172-75). The City
Council adopted that alignment by resolution the following month. Id. Based on that decision,

shall attach to the defined terms for all purposes and in all contexts but generally only establish what they mean where
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UTA entered into the Full Funding Agreement, which expressly incorporates the Main Street
Alignment. See (R. 82-83, 271-74, 286-90). The Planning Commission was aware of that
Agreement. (R. 169-70). With this background, the Planning Commission proposed and the
City Council adopted the Downtown Plan with its repeated references to placing the Light Rail
System on Main Street. Those repeated references can refer to nothing other than the Main
Street Alignment as specifically proposed and adopted by the Planning Commission and the City
Council.
Shortly after the City Council adopted the Downtown Plan, UTA and the Downtown
Alliance hired a consulting firm, Fehr & Peers Associates, to conduct a comprehensive study of
the City Council's decision to construct and operate the Light Rail System according to the Main
Street Alignment. (R. 337-356).20 At the same time, the Planning Commission updated its 1993
Staff Report to the City Council comparing the strengths and weaknesses of the Main Street
Alignment verses alternative alignments. (R. 170). That report again referred to the Main Street
Alignment as a double-tracked center-of-the-street configuration. (R. 359). Both the Fehr &
Peers study and the Planning Commission report were provided to the City Council. (R. 170).
After reviewing these reports from Fehr & Peers and the Planning Commission, the City Council
reaffirmed its decision to adopt the Main Street double-tracked center-of-the-street alignment.
(R. 170-71, 1191-92). Only five months later, the Planning Commission recommended and the
City Council adopted the Transportation Plan with its accompanying maps. (R. 170, 1232).
Indeed, double-tracking of Light Rail on Main Street was the premise upon which the Master

they appear in that same act.")
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Plans were written and adopted. (R. 1130-34). Accordingly, it cannot be disputed that the
Planning Commission and the City Council used the term the "Main Street Alignment" or
referred to light rail on Main Street to mean anything other the double-tracked center-of-thestreet alignment.21
Plaintiffs' tortured reading of the planning statute does not support their assertion that the
City's Master Plans are inadequate to include the double-tracked center-of-the-street Light Rail
System on Main Street. To the contrary, the Plans incorporate the Main Street Alignment by
repeated textual and graphic descriptions. In sum, the Main Street Alignment conforms to the
Master Plans and is consistent with statutory planning requirements.
B.

The Trial Court Correctly Concluded That The Affidavit of Jack DeMass
Did Not Create An Issue of Fact As to Whether Main Street Remains an
"Arterial" Within the Meaning of the Master Plans.

Plaintiffs argue that the Affidavit of Jack DeMass created as issue of fact as to whether
construction of light rail on Main Street is inconsistent with the Plan's designation of Main Street
as an "arterial street."

For the reasons stated below, the trial court correctly ruled that

Mr. DeMass' testimony does not create an issue of fact which was sufficient to defeat summary
judgment.
Mr. DeMass' testimony is simply immaterial because the Master Plans expressly provide
for the Light Rail System on Main Street, as explained above.

In addition, the ostensible

"disputed facts" on which plaintiffs rely are not material. At best, Mr. DeMass' testimony
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merely points out an internal inconsistency in the Master Plans, as opposed to an inconsistency
between the Main Street Alignment and the Plans. There is, however, nothing in the planning
statute which provides that such an inconsistency requires that the Plans must be amended before
the City moves forward on a project which the Plans expressly and unequivocally identify.
Mr. DeMass' testimony also does not create an issue of fact because the fundamental
basis for his testimony completely contradicts specific provisions in the Master Plans.
Mr. DeMass' opinions rely on the proposition that the designation "arterial" in the Plans refers to
a street's capacity to move automobiles, and not people.22

In contrast, the Master Plans

specifically declare that they seek to reduce the dependence on the automobile and focus on
establishing and improving Main Street as an arterial for the purpose of moving people. For
example, the Salt Lake City Transportation Plan states:
The Salt Lake City Transportation
Principles23

Master

Plan

Guiding

Salt Lake City will encourage a multi-modal transportation system.
Dependence on the automobile as our primary mode of
transportation will be reduced by emphasizing other modes. The
Transportation system will be designed to move people, not just
automobiles.

21

Plaintiffs' argument that the extended and difficult negotiations which led to the Transmit Agreements misses
the point that no amendment is required to a general plan unless it effects a change in the use of the street. Appellant's
Brief at 46. No such change is contemplated as those agreements specifically provide for the Main Street Alignment.
22

Mr. DeMass refers to "traffic" being ubottleneck[ed] and restricted]" to one lane in each direction on the
relevant portion of Main Street, "severe constriction of traffic" as a result of the Light Rail System, and juxtaposes
"vehicular traffic" with Light Rail's use of Main Street. (R. 1065-67).
23
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The Transportation Plan refers to the Guiding Principles as its "heart." (R. 1033).
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(R. 1034). (emphasis added). See also, Transportation Plan at vi ("The transportation master
plan reflects the desire of the public to shift the emphasis of Salt Lake City's resources from
meeting the needs of the single-occupant automobile to mass transportation and multiple forms
of transportation.") (R. 1033); Appendix B, Downtown Plan at 18 ("Light Rail also transports
large numbers of people without their cars, effectively eliminating many parking and congestion
problems in the Downtown area. It also contributes to efforts to improve air quality.") Mr.
DeMass failed to analyze whether Main Street is an arterial when Light Rail's capacity to move
people is also considered, as required by the Plans.
Moreover, the basis for Mr. DeMass' testimony contradicts the Plans because his
testimony rests on a level of specificity which does not exist in the Plans themselves. The
Master Plans are general, not specific, in nature. The City's Master Plans constitute an "advisory
guide" and a "general" planning document that the City created within it discretion in
establishing its "comprehensiveness, extent and format." Utah Code Ann. § 10-9-301(3); Naylor
v. Salt Lake City Corp., 410 P.2d 764, 766 (Utah 1966). The Master Plans were never intended
as, and are not the functional equivalent of, a construction drawing. The Plans are not required to
be specific or establish finite details. To the contrary, the Utah Supreme Court only requires that
a plan constitute a legitimate planning device and has stated that the plan is subject to
"pliability." Naylor, 410 P.2d at 766.
Mr. DeMass' discussion of the number of lanes of automobile traffic on Main Street
illustrates the inconsistency between the general nature of the Master Plans and specificity which
forms a basis for Mr. DeMass' testimony. Although Mr. DeMass properly quotes the functional
classification for "arterial" streets, he ignores the general nature of that description, and the
provisio that arterials "generally" involve multi-lane streets.

(R. 422). Mr. DeMass relies

heavily on the fact that portions of Main Street will have only two lanes dedicated to automobile
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traffic for the proposition that Main Street cannot function as an arterial with light rail on Main
Street. (R. 1065-68). Main Street's classification as an arterial with only portions of the street
dedicated to two lanes of automobile traffic, however, is not unique to Main Street with Light
Rail. The Master Plans designate other streets as arterial even though various sections of those
street include only two lanes for automobile traffic. (R. 1128-29).
The basis for Mr. DeMass' testimony also contradicts the provisions in the Master Plans
because he ignores the functional classification scheme adopted in the Plans in order to reach his
conclusion that Main Street will no longer function as an arterial. The Master Plans use a simple
street functional classification system which includes only "arterial," "collector," and "local"
classifications. (R. 422). He opines that construction and operation of the Light Rail System
will change Main Street into more of a "pedestrian street." (R. 1065). This designation is not one
of the expressly provided functional classifications in the City's Master Plans. Id. It is irrelevant
that Mr. DeMass would choose to adopt a different functional classification scheme. To create a
material issue of fact, his testimony must be based upon and in harmony with the goals and
designations expressly provided for in the Master Plans. In sum, the trial court properly ignored
Mr. DeMass testimony. Findings and Conclusions at 6. Indeed, his Affidavit appears to be no
more than a desperate attempt to delay the case to the plaintiffs' strategic advantage.
Finally, the trial court correctly ruled that Mr. DeMass' Affidavit did not raise an issue of
fact for the additional reason that the Affidavit does not demonstrate that the combined decisions
to (a) designate Main Street as an arterial street and (b) adopt the Main Street Alignment, were
arbitrary and capricious. Id. The designations in the Master Plans may not be challenged unless
they are arbitrary and capricious. See Wright Development Inc. v. City of Wellsville, 608 P.2d
232, 234 (Utah 1980); see also Patterson v. Utah Court Board of Adjustment, 893 P.2d 602, 604
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(Utah Ct. App. 1995) (court should not substitute its judgment on matters of public policy). In
Utah "arbitrary and capricious" has been equated with an action that is "totally discordant to
reason and justice." Wright Development, 608 P.2d at 233-234. A municipal action is "arbitrary
and capricious" if it has "no rational basis." State v. Taylor, 541 P.2d 1124, 1125 (Utah 1975);
See also Mantua Town v. Carr, 584 P.2d 912, 914 (Utah 1978).
Thus, even assuming that Mr. DeMass is correct that Main Street's designation as an
arterial is inconsistent with the operation of the Light Rail System on the Main Street Alignment,
this inconsistency may not be challenged unless these joint designations have no rational basis.
The testimony of Mr. DeMass does not address this issue.24 (R. 1068). Indeed, plaintiffs cannot
prove that these joint designations are arbitrary and capricious because evidence in the record
demonstrates otherwise.

The Affidavit of Timothy Harpst, the City Traffic Engineer,

demonstrates that the decisions to designate Main Street as an arterial and operate Light Rail on
Main Street were rationally based. (R. 1125-36). In addition, the Master Plans were adopted
after careful consideration by the Planning Commission, several public hearings, and votes by
the City Council.25 It is not for the Courts to substitute its judgment for these City officials and
elected officers, as Plaintiffs now urge. The Court's sole test is to determine if there is substantial
evidence upon which a rational person could make such a decision.

24

Mr. DeMass' testimony that the decision to place light rail on Main Street was arbitrary and capricious does
no go to this issue because it does not address the joint designations. (R. 1068).
23

Indeed, the Fehr & Peers Associates study on which Mr. DeMass purports to base his testimony, in part (R.
1067-68), states that technical and economic factors tend to favor the Main Street Alignment. (R. 1134-1143).
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C.

The Trial Court's Ruling May Be Sustained on the Additional Ground that
the Master Plans Constitute an Advisory, Not Mandatory, General Plan.

The planning statute, on which plaintiffs rely to challenge the Main Street Alignment,
expressly provides that the Downtown Plan is advisory only. The Act states:
Plan adoption.
(6)(a) The general plan is an advisory guide for land use decisions.
(b) The [City Council] may adopt an ordinance mandating
compliance with the general plan.
Utah Code Ann. § 10-9-303(6).
The Salt Lake City Council adopted an ordinance providing that compliance with the Downtown
Plan is not mandatory. Salt Lake City Code § 21 A.02.040. Because the Plan is advisory and the
City Council has not mandated compliance with the Plan, even if the Transit Agreements do not
comply with the Plan, that failure does not make those agreements void ab initio. Accordingly,
this provision provides an additional basis for upholding the trial court's decision.
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CONCLUSION
While SLOT seeks to clothe itself in principles of democracy, the real theme of SLOT'S
case should be "Light Rail is okay, but not in my backyard."
It appears that the SLOT legal team was charged with finding any "t" uncrossed or "i"
undotted in the lengthy process leading to the Transit Agreements. Their "flea-specking" has
produced little of real consequence:
1.

A sadly belated petition for a referendum (no matter how labeled) that seeks to

undo years of study, analysis and resolutions concerning a complex issue.
2.

The simplistic and arid conceptualism that UTA is a "railroad company" and must

be granted a "franchise" by "ordinance", a conceptualism which simply ignores a vast array of
statutory authority to the contrary.
3.

An argument, which simply passes understanding, that light rail on Main Street is

somehow inconsistent with the City's Master Plans, when these very Plans makes copious
references to the Main Street Alignment.
SLOT should not now be allowed to seek refuge in procedural niceties such as "disputes
of fact" when its own laches have caused the exigencies of the situation: UTA has let in excess
of $98 million in contracts for the Light Rail system as planned. (R. 83-84, 142-43, 850-53).
The question is not "is light rail on Main Street right or wrong?" The real question,
which UTA submits must be answered in the affirmative, is "did government function as it
should have?" It studied, it pondered, it received input, it decided - all in conformance with
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principles of democracy and clear statutory authority - over a period of many years. The
decision may have been, in the abstract, right or wrong. The process was flawless.
This bill should be promptly, and with finality, rejected.
DATED this 27th day of May, 1997.

GORDON L. ROBERTS
DAVID W. ZIMMERMAN
MARK C. CLEMENTS
PARSONS BEHLE & LATIMER
WILLIAM D. OSWALD
RANDALL S. FEIL
OSWALD & FEIL
Attorneys for Defendant Utah Transit Authority
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 27th day of May, 1997, I caused to be hand-delivered two
true and correct copies of the foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLEE UTAH TRANSIT
AUTHORITY to:
Robert S. Campbell, Jr.
Kevin Evan Anderson
CAMPBELL MAACK & SESSIONS
One Utah Center, Thirteenth Floor
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Roger F. Cutler, Esq.
SALT LAKE CITY ATTORNEY
451 South State Street, #505
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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STATE OF UTAH
>^

SALT LAKE ON TRACK, a Utah
non-profit corporation, and L. SCOTT
NELSON, an individual

' 1997

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Plaintiffs,
v.

Case No. 970900654

SALT LAKE CITY, a municipal
corporation, et. al.

Judge Pat B.Brian

Defendants.
The above-captioned matter came before the Honorable Pat B. Brian on March 31, 1997,
for hearing on Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment. Each of the parties were
represented by their respective counsel as designated in the pleadings onfilewith the Court.
The Court, having carefully reviewed the briefs, affidavits, exhibits and other materials
submitted as evidence as part of the temporary injunction proceedings and the Motions for
Summary judgment, heard the arguments of counsel and ruled on motions to strike submitted
by the parties. The Court denied Defendants1 Motion to Strike portions of the Affidavits of
George McDonald, Jack DeMass, and Randy Horiuchi, ruling that Defendants' objections go
to the evidentiary weight of the Affidavits and not their admissibility. The Court granted
Plaintiffs1 Motion to Strike references to unpublished decisions in Defendants' briefs for
purposes other than to show that the Salt Lake City Recorder, Kendrick Cowley, relied on
such unpublished decisions in carrying out his duties as City Recorder.
1

^c,.<

The Court now enters the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Salt Lake On Track is an associational entity consisting of business and real

property owners along Main Street in Salt Lake City ("The City").
2.

Certain members of Salt Lake On Track own property fronting those portions of

Main Street where The City and the UTA propose to construct a double-tracked center-of-street
light rail system.
3.

L. Scott Nelson is an individual taxpayer and voter of Salt Lake City. He is a

sponsor of the Application for Initiative Petition that is at issue and is President of First Security
Bank, a business with property fronting Main Street in Salt Lake City.
4.

UTA is a special service district of the State of Utah organized as a limited

purpose municipal corporation pursuant to the Utah Public District Act ("Transit District Act"),
Utah Code Ann. § 17A-2-1001 £t seq.
5.

The Transit District Act provides that UTA may "cooperate with and enter

agreements with" The City to "establish transit facilities," Utah Code Ann. §17A-2-1034, and
further may:
[A]cquire, contract for,4ease, construct, own, operate, control, or use rights-of-way, rail
lines, monorails, bus lines, stations, platforms, switches, yards, terminals, parking lots, any
facilities necessary or convenient for public transit service . . . .
IdLat § 17A-2-1016(2)(k).
6.

Following enactment of the Transit District Act, The City passed the Public

District Authority Act, §§ 23-5-1 & sSQ., Revised Ordinances of Salt Lake City. This ordinance
2

adopts the language of the Transit District Act, including that cited above, in providing for The
City's mass transportation needs. The ordinance was ratified by citizen's vote on November 4,
1969.
7.

Utah Code Ann. § 10-8-14 provides The City with authority to:

[CJonstruct, maintain and operate . . . public transportation systems, or authorize
the construction, maintenance and operation of the same by others . . . .
In addition, the Transit District Act provides that The City may:
[Authorize, aid and assist [UTA] to carry out any activity which [the City] is by
law authorized to perform and carry out on its own behalf
Utah Code Ann. 17A-2-1034.
8.

The concept of placing light rail on Main Street in downtown Salt Lake City has

been in the planning, design, or development stages since 1989. Following analysis over a period
of approximately four years — including several meetings, formal studies, detailed presentations,
and public hearings at which public input was taken — the Salt Lake City Planning and Zoning
Commission ("Planning Commission"), on July 24, 1993, unanimously recommended that the light
rail mass transit system follow the Main Street (double track, center of the street) alignment (the
"Main Street Alignment").
9.

The Salt Lake City Council ("City Council") received the Planning Commission's

recommendation and following^ public hearing on July 15, 1993, voted to recommend the Main
Street Alignment. Subsequently, on November 21, 1995, after reviewing an additional study and
also reviewing an updated version of the Planning Commission's 1993 staff report, the City
Council reaffirmed its 1993 decision approving the Main Street Alignment.
10.

On February 5, 1995, the City Council adopted a general Master Plan, pursuant to
3

Section 10-9-301 et ££$• of the Utah Code. The Master Plan contains several specific references
to locating light rail on Main Street according to the Main Street Alignment. On April 16, 1996,
the City Council adopted the Salt Lake City Transportation Master Plan which contains a detailed
map specifically identifying light rail on Main Street. [Hereinafter, these plans will be collectively
referred to as the "Master Plans".]
11.

The Master Plans also include references to focusing pedestrian traffic and

reducing automobile traffic on Main Street, and focusing automobile traffic on State Street and
West Temple.
12.

Pursuant to, and in compliance with, the Interlocal Cooperation Act, Utah Code

Ann. §§ 11-13-1 et S£fl., the City Council passed resolutions, on November 16, 1996 and
December 12, 1996, authorizing the Mayor to execute four agreements with UTA related to light
rail, including:
a,

the Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement - providing for the
design and construction of light rail; and

b.

the Fixed Guideway Transit Corridor Agreement — granting UTA nonexclusive use of property to accommodate light rail. [Hereinafter, these
agreements are collectively referred to as the "Mass Transit Agreements".]

13.

Subsequently, on January 29, 1997, an 11-2 majority of the UTA Board of

Directors voted to approve, by resolution, the execution of the Mass Transit Agreements.
14.

Plaintiff Scott Nelsonfiledan application for an initiative/referendum petition with

the Salt Lake City Recorder, Kendrick Cowley, challenging the Mass Transit Agreements. Mr.
Cowley, after consulting with the City Attorney's Office, declined to approve the application.
4

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Court now enters the following Conclusions
of Law:
1.

Plaintiffs, Salt Lake On Track as an association comprised of affected land owners

and businesses, and L. Scott Nelson as a voting taxpayer, have standing to bring the Complaint
and pursue the issues raised in their Amended Complaint.
2.

The portion of Section 10-8-33 discussing the grant of a franchise is inapplicable

to this action for the following reasons, each of which is, in the alternative, sufficient to deny
Plaintiffs' claims based on that section:
a.

The City and UTA properly entered the Mass Transit Agreements
consistent with the City's enabling powers, including Section 10-8-14 of the
Utah Code, the Transit District Act, the Public Transit District Act, and the
Interlocal Cooperation Act, each of which specifically addresses the
construction and operation of public transportation systems. These
sections do not require the City to pass an ordinance granting UTA a
franchise to construct and operate light rail on Main Street.

b.

Because UTA is a statutorily created, nonprofit, limited purpose municipal
corporation and not a private entity, the City need not grant UTA a
franchise under Section 10-8-33 to construct and operate light rail on Main
Street. Accordingly, whether UTA is or is not a "railroad company" in the
abstract, is immaterial.

3.

The City's duly and legally adopted Master Plans specifically and unequivocally
5

incorporate the Main Street Alignment for light rail.
4.

The Master Plans also designate Main Street as "arterial." The Court concludes

that the Mass Transit Agreements are clearly within the contemplation of the Master Plans,
particularly in view of the fact that the Master Plans focus on moving people by any means, not
just by automobile.
5.

Additionally, the Court concludes that the City has discretion to make appropriate

designations in its Master Plans. In order to show that Main Street's designation as an arterial is
inconsistent with the Main Street Alignment, Plaintiffs must demonstrate that these discretionary
designations are arbitrary and capricious. The record clearly shows that the City's designations
were supported by substantial evidence, were rationally based, and were therefore not arbitrary
and capricious.
6.

For the reasons stated above, the Affidavit of Jack DeMass does not create a

material factual dispute concerning whether the Main Street Alignment is consistent with the
Master Plans.
7.

Under appropriate circumstances, a City Recorder may reject an

initiative/referendum application.
8.

Mr Cowley, the Salt Lake City Recorder, properly rejected the

referendum/initiative application of Scott Nelson for the following reason:
a.

The Interlocal Cooperation Act, pursuant to which the City and UTA
entered the Mass Transit Agreements which the Court has concluded were
valid, expressly precludes a referendum challenging those Agreements.

9.

The record demonstrates that the City's decision to enter the Mass Transit
6

Agreements which adopt the Main Street Alignment was supported by substantial evidence and
was rationally based. Accordingly, Plaintiffs have not met their burden of demonstrating that this
decision was arbitrary and capricious.

Afinaljudgment is granted dismissing all of the causes of action in Plaintiffs' Complaint
with prejudice and on the merits.

DATED this 11th day of April, 1997.

.;'••':•>._

PAT B. BRIAN, JUD/JE
THIRD DISTRICT COURT
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STATE OF UTAH
SALT LAKE ON TRACK, a Utah
non-profit corporation, and L. SCOTT
NELSON, an individual
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ORDER AND FINAL JUDGMENT
OF DISMISSAL WITH PREJUDICE

Plaintiffs,
v.

Case No. 970900654

SALT LAKE CITY, a municipal
corporation, et. al.

judge Pat B. Brian

Defendants.
For the reasons set forth in the Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Defendants'
Motions for Summary Judgment are hereby GRANTED. Judgment is entered in favor of Defendants
and against Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs' Complaint and all of the causes of action asserted therein are
dismissed with prejudice on the merits.

DATED this 11th day of April, 1997.
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PAT B. BRIAN, JUDG
THIRD DISTRICT COURT
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SALT LAKE CITY

DOWNTOWN PLAN
1995

Salt Lake City

Downtown Plan

Planning Commission Adopted
March 18, 1993

City Council Adopted
February 7, 1995

^

ADOPTED

PURPOSE
Downtown Salt Lake City is the "central place" for the Wasatch Front, the
State of Utah and the Intermountain West. The core is generally described as
the area extending from South Temple to 400 South and West Temple to 200
East. However, Downtown Salt Lake City includes a larger area between 1-15
to 700 East and North Temple to 900 South of associated industrial, service,
commercial and residential uses that interrelate and support the core. Discussion of the core area without addressing its relationship, reliance and importance of the adjoining areas would be incomplete. Downtown is currently the
focus of substantial public planning interest and will soon be the subject of
renewed development pressures.
The Salt Lake City Planning Commission is charged with the legal responsibility to develop, through public participation, a detailed plan for Downtown's
future.
The purpose of the Downtown Plan is to articulate the "vision" of Downtown
with its essential goals and objectives to direct the future of Downtown. The
Downtown Plan will formulate public policies, identify needed public facilities and involve the necessary public commitment to achieve the vision, goals
and objectives. Finally, the Plan will describe the "process" for developing a
consensus on specific strategies that will put the Plan to work and bring vision
to reality.
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Downtown's Future Envisioned
The settlement of Salt Lake City is unique among American Cities. The
people who founded the City did not come as individuals but as a centrally
directed group intent on building an independent society. The City was laid
out on a grid pattern called "the plat of ZionM and was designed to function as
an ecclesiastical and agrarian center. Within the original plan there were no
provisions for a defined "business center".
As Salt Lake City became a transportation hub, commerce became important
and business grew along the Main Street Corridor. Salt Lake City expanded
to take on new roles as a regional center for employment and retail sales as
well as a variety of services and industries.
In the 1960's a group of concerned leaders formulated the "vision" of Salt Lake
City for the next 25 years, known as the Second Century Plan. Many of the
recommendations of this plan formed the basis for decisions over the next
several decades, including the location for the Salt Palace, Local Government
Center and Main Street beautification. The changes over the next 25 years will
be as dramatic as the changes during the past.
Downtown Salt Lake City , 25 years from now:
Downtown is recognized as one of the great cities of America, providing
activities, attractions, and amenities for its 24 hour population, the residents of
the region it serves and increasing numbers of visitors who are drawn to
Downtown as a destination. Elements and features of a great city are identified and realized through the consensus developed during ongoing Downtown planning processes that stimulate private development and direct investment of public funds.
Downtown is a showplace for Utah's architectural heritage with landmark
"signature" buildings. New development of uncompromisingly quality
complements preserved historical structures. Public buildings and places
9
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ADOPTED

Downtown's Future Envisioned (Cont.)
provide exemplary architectural design and are strategically located to
stimulate and complement desired private investment.
Open space contributes to a livable environment that is enjoyable and
human in scale. Downtown's growth is accomplished in a manner that
preserves and enhances its close connection with the natural environment.
People stimulate the activities and vitality of Downtown. People interact,
experiencing the social, cultural and commercial interchange that only
occurs in a diverse urban setting. Downtown is an urban neighborhood
housing a demographically diverse population.
Downtown is the world center for the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints and a world destination for those seeking to experience the
unique features of our natural environment. Downtown is the business
and financial employment center for the Intermountain region. Downtown host tourist, retail, entertainment and cultural activities within
convenient and concentrated amenities.
Downtown Salt Lake City is Downtown Wasatch Front, Downtown Utah
and Downtown Intermountain West. Its successes affect the quality of
life, of persons living in seven states and up to 500 miles from its core. In
short, Downtown Salt Lake City maintains its prominence as the premier
vitality center of the Intermountain West.

3

Overview Of The Plan
The remainder of the plan is divided into two sections;
1) Goals and Objectives,
These define the major goals of the City. The Objectives and the associated tables of
Concepts, Strategies and Actions are to provide specific steps to accomplish those
Goals. Following the Actions is a time frame indicating the general timing of when
such Actions should be accomplished. The time listed is in years. 0-1 indicates an
item of immediate concern. 1-5 are of high priority but cannot be accomplished in an
immediate timeframe. 5-20 are not necessarily long term goals, but goals that are
more difficult to implement or broader in their scope. Organizations responsible for
implementing the actions are listed as Implementing Agencies. These are not the
only agencies involved, but the ones who should take the lead. DET means details
relating to this specific Action and are discussed in the Major Projects section.
2) Major Projects,
These projects accomplish many of the Goals outlined. They detail specific high
profile projects which provide the most "bang for the buck". They also outline a
physical vision of the City.

COMMITMENT/LEADERSHIP (CL)
ACTION PLAN : COMMITMENT/LEADERSHIP (CL)
OBJ. ] CONCEPTB

GOAL
Develop a strong regional consensus and commitment to Downtown and the Downtown Plan and take leadership in the region on
those issues of direct impact to Downtown.

CM

6. PRIVATE INTERESTS - Utilize the efforts of private and institutional interests in the promotion of Downtown goals.
7. ADVOCACY - Advocate policies on regional issues that will
enhance Downtown's image and development.

ACTIONS

IV«*L«MEKTTHO

[ TlMINo[

Aoexan
State
County
City..
UTA.

CL-2 CREATE
DOWNTOWN
1 AS A TRANSPORTATION
HUB

I

j

city
WFRC
County

0-1

City
U. of U.

* Meet with University regularly

0-1

Qty
U of U.

Establish tighter control of
RDA funding policial

* Maintain RDA Advisory
Board

0-1

Sponsor competition* for
ma)or project*

* Identify applicable projects

0-1

* Consider Parking Authority

1 1^

[• Development of a Downtown Master Transit and
Parking Plan
* Expansion of "Psrk and
Shop"
1 * Implement Transportation
I Demand Management

1 Focus tha bus system on
j Downtown

|

Qty
RDA.
Qty
Qty
UTA
city
Downtown
Alliance

1-5

R. M. A.

14

Oty

I "Separate employee and
1 customer parking

1-5

Qty
R.M.A

j * Retain Downtown a* the
j major destination and trans1 fer point for bus travel

0-1

UTA

I * Expand free fare zone to
1 cover South and West DownI town, (south to Ninth South
1 and west to Fourth West)

14

UTA

0-1

City

5-20

UTA

1 Construct light rail system 1 * Provide full support for
I from Sandy to Downtown 1 light rail proposal
j* Develop plana for a larger
j light rail system from Provo
1 to Ogden and the Airport to
[the University and ski resorts
1 with Downtown as the focus
1 * Accommodate bicydes on
transit

5

14

1

j

* Maintain University /Neighborhood Alliance

Coordinate parking

J

Qty
WFRC
County

0-1

lncr«aa« coordination with
the University

CUARANTEE
BROAD COMMUNITY
INPUT INTO
PUBLIC PROJECTS

0-1

T

I DBT]

Qty
WFRC
County

* Participate in regional planning issues

4. GROWTH - Take the lead in establishing and implementing
economic development strategies.
5. ASSETS - Publicize Downtown strengths and assets.

f

Enhance working relation- 1 * More fully use county wide
•hip with State and
1 planning functions I.e. CO.G.
County
I

1. CONSENSUS - Develop consensus among other governmental
entities as to the importance and impact of Downtown on the
region and obtain their support for the continued development of
Downtown.

3. GOVERNMENT - Retain and assure expansion of State, County
and City offices within Downtown.

•TRATEOIBS

14
* Coordinate Ma)or Street
Plan with adjacent dtiea and
counties
1

OBJECTIVES

2. FOCUS - Advocate the role of Downtown as a regional focus for
cultural and economic development.

j

NCREASS
1 Coordinate Individual Qty j • Create state legislation to 1 1 4
master plant to eliminate 1 require coordination of mas- J
COUNTY' 1
itcornpatlbiotles
1 ter plans
WIDE PLANNING
* Strengthen Master Plan and 1 1 4
Major Street Plan language to j
Include mass transit and
1
transit right-of-ways
I

*
*

5-20

UTA

ACTION PLAN ; COMMITMENT/LEADERSHIP (CL)
OBJ. |

CONCEPT!

|

STRATEOIBS
Create a direct mass
transit link from tht Airport to Downtown

1

ACTIONf
* Expand light rail from
Downtown to the Airport

5-20

UTA

* Increase transportation
coordination with the Airport
Authority

1-5

UTA

* Improve sign age to Downtown from the airport

14

* Create direct bus service

14

Create a transportation
information center

PROMOTE
DOWNTOWN
AS A CULT U R A L FOCUS
.

CL-3

.

.

.

•

PROMOTB
T H E ECON O M I C S OP
A CENTRALI Z E D GOVERNMENT
COMPLEX

H A V E GOVERNMENT
TAKETHE
LEAD I N
CONCENTRATING
ACTIVITIES
T O ENCOURA G E MASS
TRANSIT

•

|

1-5

* Develop a University bus
"Jitney" service

14

UTA

' Expand light rail to the
University

5-20

UTA

* Establish e Downtown
Transit Information booth

1-5

City
UTA

1-5

UTA

Establish an a m and
entertainment district

* Encourage concentration
through sorting

0-1

Qty

Establish a theater district

* Encourage concentration
through zoning

0-1

Qty

i

* Consider external costs such
as interoffice travel, customer convenience, communications systems, energy
savings and air quality other
than land cost Into location
decisions

1-5

UTA
State
DPCM

* Instigate policy and legislative changes to Include transit
costs into location decisions

14

Qty
State

1 Create a convenient trans- * Develop a State Capttot
portation link from existI "Jitney" service to Downtown
ing government offices to
Downtown

14

UTA
DFCM

Locate all appropriate
State, County and City
offices Downtown

* Limit Redwood Road Campua to those facilities requiring heavy machinery or other
incompatible uses

0-1

ACTION PLAN ; COMMITMENT/LEADERSHIP (CL) CONT
0BJ
CONCEPT!
STRATSOIBS
|

1 -1
CL-4

14

' Give Downtown first priority in future location decisions

5-20

County
State

14

Qty

State
Qty

1

ex*

ENCOURAGE Promote the benefits of a
EXISTING
Downtown business
BUSINESS TO location
REMAIN AND
EXPAND
DOWNTOWN
ENCOURAGE"
NEW BUSINESS TO
LOCATE
DOWNTOWN

CL4

Advocate Downtown as
the regional center

PROMOTE
Highlight how to take
TRANSPORmass transit to sports and
TATION AS
arts events
AN ASSET TO !
DOWNTOWN
Encourage retail groups to
highlight Downtown
advantages In their advertising campaigns

j

ACTIONS

j T1MINO

* Develop a promotional
campaign for Downtown area

0-1

* Advocate a Downtown
1
focus on growth with regional and statewide economic development organizations

0-1

* Discount tickets for transit
riders

14

• Include transit info with
tickets

14

* Publicize the "one stop"
convenience of Downtown

*1
~*l

* Free on /off street parking
on Saturday and Sunde y
Encourage multiple use
lots/ Discourage single
use lots

* Modify toning ordinance to
require a 30% minimum
number of stalla to be validated or metered parking In
all parking lots located
between West Temple and
State Street

Qartfy parking concerns

Publicize Downtown's
PROMOTB
DOWNTOWN strengths aa s reglonsl
AS A REcenter for business and
GIONAL CEN- culture
TER

*

CL4

INCLUDETHE 1 Expand and encourage
PRIVATE
"corporate connection"
SECTOR DM
with UTA
TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS

iMtSMwrttt
Aotnass
Qty
Downtown
Alliance
Chamber

1 DBT|

1

Qty
State
County
1
Downtown
AlUance
Chamber
UTA
Art Jc Sport Organ]
UTA
Art k Sport Organ J
RMA
Downtown
Alliance

• Publicise the esse of getting 1 14
to and around Downtown
without a car
* Provide transit maps and
guides at grocery stores,
14
maiia,etc
• Include transit msps in the
newspaper

State
Qty

• Locate consolidated courts
complex Downtown

* Offer bus passes as part of
the Q t y employee benefit
1 package

DBT|

UTA

* Provide alternate transit
info at major Downtown bus
stops (carpool, vanpool,
staggered work hours, etc)

Figure transportation costs
and the availability of
mass transit for workers
into any location decisions

l

UDOT

Qty
Airport
Authority

• Create an Downtown information center at the airport
Create a direct maaa transit link from the University to Downtown

ttanjAexruo

1 T1MIN0|

|

UTA

}4

UTA
RMA
Downtown
Alliance

14
0-1

Qty

0-1

Qty

* Advertise ad vantages of
covered parking

0-1

RMA

* Coordinate parking lots

14

Qty

14

RMA

* Streamline and expand
"Park and Shop"
• Advertise advantages of
collocating business facilities

14

Chamber
Downtown Alliance

* Advertise cultural amenities

14

Chamber
Downtown Alliance

[• Advertise convenience

14

Chamber
Downtown Aliance

I* Indude UTA In development review process
j* Allow sdvertislng on bus
I schedules showing bustIncases located near individual bus stop*

1 °~X
1M

City
UTA
1 Downtown Alliance

1

UTA
RMA

*

ACTION PLAN : COMMITMENT/LEADERSHIP (CL) CONT
[ OBJ

CONCEPTS

STRATEGIES

ACTIONS

Allow the private subsidy * Modify City parking ordiof transportation Improve- nances to allow contributions
ment* as an alternative to to transit amenities In lieu of
providing parking stalls
parking

FOCUS ON
PRIVATE
SOLUTIONS

CL-7 PROMOTE
REGIONAL
FOCUS

TIM1NO

l*«UMBfnNO
AOOK3BJ

Qty
0-1

*

* Indude secure bicycle
parking requirements tn
ordinance

0-1

* Expand role of Downtown
Alliance In the management
of Downtown

0-1

Downtown
Alliance

* Coordinate tourism efforts
and event scheduling with
Temple Square

1-5

Convention At
Visitors Bureau
LDS Church

* Streamline permit process
for events and festivals

1-5

aty

Combine those services
which are regional In
i nature.

* Identify and combine services

1^5

! Advocate regional solutions

* Joint planning and financing of the Salt Palace Convention Center

0-1

Encourage private advocacy of Downtown

DET|

aty

aty

aty
County

aty
County
State

*\

GOALS/OBJECTIVES

PLANNING/CRITICAL MASS (PC)
GOAL

ACTION PLAN : PLANNING/CRITICAL MASS (PC)
OBJ. |

Plan to develop a critical mass of political commitment, implementation strategies, public capital investment, private investment and people to establish Downtown as the growth center of
the region.

PC-1

CONCEPTS

~f

STRATEGIES

STREAMLINE 1 Define Proccsos
PROCESSES

OBJECTIVES

Provide Profession*!
Downtown Management
Recognize importance of
transportation to Downtown

2. INFLUENCE- Provide effective channels of influence for an
ongoing advocacy group for Downtown interests.

5. ACCOUNTABILITY- Implement processes and make adminis
trative changes necessary to assure timely, effective plan implementation.

J TIMING |

* Include UTA In design
review process

* Expand local business
Increase potential for
direct citizen access to City advocacy office
officials
f
• Establish Downtown Community Council

DSJCREASE
CITIZEN
PARTICIPATION

1. PROCESS- Define and implement ongoing Downtown planning, capital investment, economic development and design
review processes actively involving the community.

4. CONCENTRATION- Achieve concentration of related uses
and activities

ACTIONS

Define Urban Design pro- • Set standards In the zoning
cess
1 ordinance
* Establish an Urban Design
board
PC-2

3. IMPLEMENTATION- Identify and adopt strategies, zoning
and regulation changes to facilitate plan implementation.

|

1 * Clarify In zoning ordinance

PC-3

PC-4

Clly
UTA

0-1

City

1-5

City

0-1

City

0-1

• Take a strong advocacy
position for light rail

0-1

City

• Include transportation
planning professionals In
Downtown advocacy groups.

UTA

1-5

City

1-5

City

• Include all applicable
zoning changes In the zoning
rewrite project

0-1

City

* Establish mid-block walkway system

0-20

UTA

* Adopt zoning policies that
discourage sprawl into adjacent neighborhoods

0-1

City

Tie master plan adoption
to zoning changes and
implementation

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
SHOULD
REINFORCE
DISTRICTS

Pedestrian and transit
systems should provide
connection between districts, l e, between office
and retail

The retail, north south axis • Mass Transit, including
should be reinforced
1 light rail or collector system,
should follow Main Street
Alignment
• Place a monument at the
south end of the business
district
1 • Create a City Creek Parkway through Downtown
• Place pylons to define east
Downtown residential areas

DET]

City

UTA

0-1

1

1

Uty
Downtown
AUunc*

* Continue to Involve bus
0-1
riders In decisions about bus
stops and route changes
]

DEFINE
IMPLEMENTATION PRO*
CESS

6

0-1

0-1

• Appoint State and County
officials to City Boards
• Encourage more staff Interaction with other Goverments

Physically define the
boundaries of districts

City

* Hire a professional Management Organization

Actively court State and
County participation in
City decisions

Office and retail uses
1 should be concentrated to
enhance efficiency

1

tMPL£MEATlNO
AOENCIE5

0-1

|

*

*

0-20

1-5

City
UTA

City

0-20

City
Property Owners

1-5

City

*
*

*
*
*

ACTION PLAN : PLANNING/CRITICAL MASS (PC) Cant.
OBJ. |

CONCEPT!

|

ITRATBOIEJ
UM transportation U>
develop land UM

Require new development
and redevelopment to
provide for Its trirupartition need* and impacts.

PC-5

STREAMLINE
APPROVAL
PROCESS

Alter zoning

ACTIONS
* Sit* light rail alignment to
serve existing and desired
land us* pa turns; L*., promot* Main Street with expansion to the south and west

TIMINO!
14

tMUMBffMO
Aoman

1 DBT|

UTA
Qty

* Transportation impact fe*

14

Qty

* Allow transportation
contributions in lieu of parking

1-5

Qty

* Clearly separate duties of
individual Boards

1-5

Qty

* Provide dear outline of
processes in the toning ordi*
nance

14

Qty

*

PUBLIC INVESTMENT/INFRASTRUCTURE (PI)

GOALS/OBJECTIVES ADOPTED
CONCEPT/STRATEGIES/ACTIONS DRAFT

ACTION PLAN : PUBLIC INVESTMENT/INFRASTRUCTURE (PI)

GOAL

[oRI.
| PM

Establish a long-term Downtown public investments plan that will
guide public funds into programs and activities to encourage
private investment and assure the livability of the community.

CONCEPT!

USE TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM TO
STIMULATF
LAND USE
AND PRIVATE
DEVEl OPMENT

OBJECTIVES

JTRATEOIE8

Provide for Light Rait

ACTIONS

* Focus light rail on Main
Street in the short run with
the potential for expanding
to create a larger system from
Provo to Ogden using the rail
depots as termini

* Develop a rait loop to expand area covered by rail and
expand potential development area (not more than 12
block faces)

2. DESIRABILITY- Invest in those projects, programs and activities
that solidify and promote the desirability of Downtown as a place
to live, work, shop and play.

• Traffic Improvements to 5th,
6th and 9th South off-ramps
Provide Street Improvements

3. PARTNERSHIPS- Expand available public financing options
through partnerships and other governmental interests.
Provide bkyde improvements
Provide Pedestrian tmprovements

4. PRIORITIES- Establish funding priorities in order to implement
the Downtown Plan in a logical phased program.

EXPAND
HOUS1NC
STOCK
PM

PM

Develop a formal Town
Square
Advocate the location of
major public facilities
Downtown
Promote residential development Downtown
Jointly sponsor housing
projects

USBEXOTTNG
PARTNER1 SHIPS
i Jointly promote Downtown
ESTABLISH
FUNDING
PRIORITIES

PI-5 1 MAINTAIN
[EXISTING
FACILITIES

0-20

Qty
RDA

1-5

UTA

1-5

UTA

1-20

Qty
UTA

1-20

UDOT

* Discourage traffic in East
Downtown residential area,
1-5
particularly 100,200 and 300
South, through the use of
lower speed limits and center
medians ss defined by the
East Downtown Master Plan
• Provide traffic Improve1-20
ments to West Downtown
area and 4th South corridor
* Develop commuter bike
i 0-20
routes
* Develop midwslk walkways
0-20
* Encourage safe mid-block
crosswalks

PI-2 PROVIDE A
CENTRAL
GATHERING
PLACE

IMHJMBOtM
AOBMCies

| TIMING |
1

" Access new arena with tight
rait

1. INVESTMENT- Direct public funds to those areas that will
stimulate private investment and maximize public return.

5. MAINTENANCE- Fund current maintenance of public improvements and create resources to maximize the vitality and minimize
the long-term cost of those improvements.

]

STIMULATE | * Provide Und write down • involve RDA
in East Downtown and
RESIDENTIAL
Pioneer Pirk neighborCROWTH
THROUGH
j hood* to projects that
Indude major residential
PUBLIC INelements
1
VESTMENT

aty

City

1-5

aty

* Advocate Sports park

0-20

Oty

4

aty
I

1 **
0-20

Seek public input in establishing priorities

* Maintain advisory board for
RDA

0-1

Insure long term budget
accommodation

* Identify funding sources

0-20

*
*

*

*

•Develop Block 57 plssa

• Encourage partnership
between Business interests
and City

*

City

Oty

Advocate Courts Complex j 0-10
* Implement Mixed-Use
1-5
Zoning in select areas
* Adopt s policy of1 no net toss
of housing
• Use NHS and RDA to Im0-20
prove housing

DOT |

Oty

0-20

I

I

j

aty
aty
NHS
RDA
DA
Chamber
RMA
RDA

City

*

*
*
*

PEOPLE/24 HOUR POPULATION (PT)

CONCEPT/STRATEGIES/ACTIONS DRAFT
PLAN : PEOPLE/24 HOUR POPULATION (PT)

GOAL

ow. J
PT-1

Establish Downtown as a well-planned, desirable and diverse activity
center serving the needs of a sizable 24-hour population.
OBJECTIVES
1. VARIETY- Create a mix of diverse land uses in Downtown Salt
Lake that will serve and attract a variety of users, ensuring an active
and productive Downtown at different times of the day and night.

OONCEPTI

1

STftATBOBS

T

——-

j - T1M1N0[

1
1
ADOPT crnr 1 Provide a mix of u m In 1 Promote mixed UM on
ijt RDA projects
Mocks 57 and 49
POLICY TO
ENCOURAGE 1
MIXED USES f
IN DOWNProvide zoning modifies- 1 * Set standards within zoning}
j
TOWN
done
I ordinance

IKOVEMBfT-NO
AOCNaSl

1-5

RDA

1-5

Qty

1^5

Oty

M

Qty

l-S

Qty

J
I

DBT]

*

_1
' Eliminate blank walls by
PT-2 CREATE AN
Design streets to be
1 rehiring non-reflective glass
friendly to the pedestrian, 1 over s percentage of building
AESTHETI1 Frontage at pedestrian level
CALLY PLEA5- while allowing, yet deemphasizing, the car
1
1NC ENVJ.
RONMENT
* Discourage landscaped
setbacks for purely omsmenUl purposes by cresting a
"build to line* st tht property
tine on Main Street

2. PEDESTRIAN- Create a desirable environment and promote
opportunities to establish the pedestrian as the primary user of
Downtown.

I
1
1
1
1
J

* Integrate landscaping and
amenities into wslkways
rather than in setbacks
* Strengthen graffiti and
poster ordinance/fines

*1

1-5
Qty

3. NEIGHBORHOODS- Preserve, strengthen and protect existing
residential neighborhoods adjacent to Downtown to provide a base
population to use Downtown.

CREATBAN
ATMOSPHERE Prune trees to prevent
interference with aidewaJk
OFSAFETY
visibility
1 FOR TUB
PEDESTRIAN

4. HOUSING- Preserve existing housing and provide additional
residential and hotel units along with properly designed neighborhood support services and amenities.
I Discourige suto/pedea1 trim con/beta

5. ACCESSIBILITY- Provide a transportation system that increases
accessibility to Downtown from the suburbs, resorts and other outlying areas while minimizing impacts on existing neighborhoods.
6. LIVABILITY- Provide a Downtown that is a safe, friendly, convenient and desirable place to be.
7. DIVERSITY- Celebrate the cultural, ethnic and religious diversity
of Downtown.
8. CIRCULATION- Provide a multi-modal system of transportation
and movement within Downtown.

8

* Increase budget for CKy
forester

1-5

Qty

* Prohibit parking tot entries/
{curb cuts on Main Street

0-1

City

1* Narrow street through the
1 use of bulbouts st ma)or
{crosswalks to shorten pedes*
Jtrian walking distances

0-20

City

1 * Place trees and other ameni{ties in park strip between
{pedestrian path and auto
{path where possible

0-20

| * Minimize curb cuts on alt
{Central Business District
streets

0-20

{* InaesM police patrol
1 Effectively deal with the
I transient/homeless prob- |* Encourage Issue to be
llem
{resolved on s regions) and
{stslewlde level

0-20

|* Enforce loitering existing
{lawt

0-1

0-20

*

City

1

City
City

J

City
County
State
City

—!

ACTION PLAN : PEOPLE/24 HOUR POPULATION (PT) Com.
OUJ 1

CONCEPTS _ }

STKATEOEBS
Increase lighting on tht
sidewalk

|

ACTIONS

* Uae Metal Hakde Ughta
when possible for more
effective color on all Central
Bueineea District street*
|

0-20

* Replace light bulbe more
routinely

0-20

* Maintain high level of street
lighting until at least midnight

0-20

• Require buildings to provide more facade lighting

1-5

* Use lighting fl xturet that
orient to the sidewalk in
pedestrian areas

14

* Use lighting fixtures that are;
unique to Downtown, Le„
Indian Head Lamps, to create
a theme for the
v
* Prune the canopy of trees to
arch above light fixtures
and/or place fixtures below
tree
* Encourage business signage
to be located between the first
and second floor of buildings
lmprovt tnow removal

Discourage vacant build-

Provide internal and entry
lighting into parking
struct urea
CREATE AN
1 Beautify and maintain all
ATMOSPHLRb sidewalks
OF ACTIVITY
AND VISUAL
INTEREST

1 Provide unuiual points of
I interett

ACTION PLAN : PEOPLE/24 HOUR POPULATION (PT)Cent.
iso*.s*ea>ffiHO

1 TTMWO|

STRATEGIES

|

'"" iunj&aiHTHa \
Aootao
1 DBT|

ACTIONS

1 TIMlNo|

* Provide Informational
kiosks that provide entertainment news and transportation Information

1-5

UTA
Qty
Downtown
Alliance

0-20

Qty

* Provide safe, open, lighted
mid-block walkways plan for
mldblock pedestrian access.
Develop walkways as feeders
to the principal sidewalk

Qty

Qty

1

*

1

Qty

*

* Encourage private owner
improvement and beautifteation to buildings fadng or
backing on mldblock alleys
and streets

1-5

Qty

0-20
Qty

Encourage select street
vendors to provide activity on the sidewalk

• Modify Qty codes to aUow
for food and flower vendors
on i limited bails

0-1

Qty

Encourage sidewalk cafes
and outdoor dining

* Streamline approval process

o-i

Prevent encroachment of
nonresidential uses Into
established neighborhood!

•Modify R-7 cone so that it
functions as a true mixed-use
tone

1-5

Qty

* Encourage In-fiU housing
through tax incentives

1-5

Qty

1-5

Qty

14

Qty

Qty

0-20

* increase sidewalk crews In
the downtown core

1-5

Qty

* Cnforce sidewalk snow
removal ordinance, particularly in front of vacant buildings

0-1

* Adopt stricter maintenance
poUdes for Qty/RDA owned
buildings

1-5

* The Redevelopment Agency
should become an active
landlord

14

* Encourage displays In
vacant storefronts

0-20

' Require as part of zoning

0-1

* Historic or Literary Plaques
In sidewalk

CONCEPTS

Qty

Qty

* Place street names In concrete at comers or on light
[poles

PBT|

Qty

1-5

* Provide daily sidewalk
[cleaning

' 1

* Rezone area of housing
concentration around Pioneer
Park to mixed use residential
host tone.

ai

Y

* Encourage LD.S. Church
expansion to the west away
from Capitol Hill and Avenues neighborhoods

Qty

Qty

* Insure compatibility of new
Provide residential ameni- development with existing
ties In the East Downtown neighborhood by Incorporating design controls Into
and Pioneer Park neighj sorting
borhoods

Qty

I
1

Qty
Historical
Society

I_Amfif2nn.

STABILIZE
EXISTING
NEIGHBORHOODS

* Rezone existing C-3 area
between 2nd east and 7th east
to a mixed-use residential
host tone

RDA

14

1-5

IPM

city
RDA

0-20

Qty

j

Qty

1

!

LJ

* Establish a historic district
In the Rio Crande/Ploneer
Park

0-20

1-5

1-5

*

*

LDS. Church
Qty

Qty

Qty

^ *

ACTION PLAN_:_ PEOPLE/24 HOUR POPULATION (PT) Cont.

[ 0BJ> 1 CONCEPTS

|

STRATEGIES

|

ACTIONS
* Develop a "pocket park" m
the East Downtown Neighborhood

|

TIMING]

IkSMJEMBfnNO
AOCNCJIS

1

ACTION PLAN : PEOPLE/24 HOUR POPULATION (PT) Com.
DET|

| OBJ. |

CONCEPTS_J

ITRATBOffiS

1
14

Qty

0-20

City

4

Increase police patrols in
Pioneer Park

m-t

SOLIDIFY
EXISTING
HOUSINC

CRF.ATR A N
ATMOSPHERE
CONDUCIVR
T O RKSIDFJMTIAL DF.VEL- i
OPMENT

Solidify the existing urban
neighborhood in Fast
Downtown to encourage
reinvestment in residential
uses and lo discourage
incompatible unri
Scale down residential
streets in the FsM Downtown area to dtvour age
through traffic

j

* Ffttablt<h miked u*e r e * d m Ual h o * fontns; di*tft«i

At

* F*tahh«h an urhen K«*mr»
Heading rvofttam. tat tn«rr>
tlVM

Or*

* Create entry way feature
into neighborhood, I.e., pylons, signage, etc
* Encourage auto traffic to
remain on commercial streets
such as 400 South to discourage Intensification of traffic
on residential streets

|

FTS

IMPROVE
OVERALL
TRANSPORT A T I O N SYSTEMS T O
DOWNTOWN

vjn

City

• Improve 300 West loop on
600 South off runp

V70

City

1-5

Develop a district character for the East Downtown
and Pioneer Park residential a real

* Specialty street lighting

1 S

Provide funding mechanisms

• Provide RDA land
writedown

F.alablfah convenient m m
transit ay at em

* Create a light rail system
with Downtown n the major
focus and transfer point.
* Expand bus service with
Downtown as the major focus
and transfer point

Tighten zoning in the
Central Bustneu District.
between West Temple and
200 East, to encourage
higher densities along
1 transit corridors
1 Increase efficiency of
existing road system

J-5

1 \

5-20

1

* Improve 400 West (curb
gutter sidewalk to define
street. Plant trees and control
signage to insure livabtllty)

• Improve efficiency of 600
North off-ramp and provide
mitigation of impacts

j

Qty

PT-6

PROVIDE FOR
NEW HOUSINC

] TTMINo]

CM*

* Curb bulb out at comers
lo minimize crosswalk
distances and provide tn
entry feature into the
neighborhood

* Historic district designation:
Warehouse, Central Q t y

ACTIONS

• Provide connection from
Beck Street to 400 West

*

* InMall i»rtr» m««i<am cm

Yx) inn $*4 vvi i rrt %***«

|

Qty

PROVIDE
SAFETY IN
NUMBERS

Increase the level of actlv! try at street level

0-1
15

1-5

Qty

*l

1 PT-7 EMPHASIZE
THE EXISTENCEOF
CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES
AND UNIQUENESS

*

RDA

1-5

1-5

Qty

*
PT-8

1-S

Qty

CREATE A
TRANSIT
CENTER

Improve transit and sidewalk usage and pursue
light rail

1-5

Qty

* implementation of East
Downtown Neighborhood

1-5

Qty

Develop Main Street as a
transit corridor

• Encourage uses that axe
open later in the evening

0-1

Qty

0-1

aty

• Place poetry i n sidewalk

* Improve turning movements at key Intersections

1-S

Qty

1 * Provide signal Improvements to 300 West

0-1

aty
UDOT

PROVIDE A
VARIETY OF
TRANSPORTATION
MODES kN A
COORDINATED MANNER

Encourage the development of all forms of commuter transport

UDOT

I

0-1

Qty

0-1

aty

0-20

aty
Arts Croups

0-1

aty

• O e a r l y Identify UTA free
fare zone

0-1

UTA

* Foc«* light rail and transit
activity on Main street, accommodate extension*

• Support Light rail
• Require secure bicyde
parking as part of zoning
ordinance

i

— j

* Provide development bonus
In zoning to encourage sculp
tures and fountaina

* Rainforc* pedestrian unenittet
along Main Street

plan

UDOT

aty

• Provide transportation
maps at information Kiosks

* Extend day service of busses
(expanded night service) to
at least 9 PM

]

1-5

* Require signage to be In two
or more languages

| Emphasise the arts as part
of our culture

UDOT

* Bike lanes on appropriate
streets

Establishment of an International or Ethnic District

*

UDOT

1-5

* Simplify the permit process
for festivals

*

City

* Improve entry signage onto
500 South on-ramp

Encourage more ethnic
festivals and events

"T
j DBT|

Oty

IS

* Encourage sidewalk cafes to
provide evening activity

Qty

IhOUMBfnNO
Aoaxiss

City
M

aty

*

1^5

City

*

0-1

City

0-\

City

*

ACll ON PLAN : PEOPLE/24 HOUR POPULATION (PT)Cont.
OBJ.

CONCEPTS

STRATBOIES
Promote non-traditional
modea of transportation

IT-9

PKOVIDE
EXPANDED
PEDESTRIAN
ACCESS

ACTIONS

T1MINO

aenjuegrnHO

* Allow for appropriate
touri* oriented transportation, te., pedtcaba

1-5

* Promote existing tourist
troUavi/tralna and carriage*

14

UTA
City

\S

Qty

Develop an appropriate
ey»tem 0/ mJd-block
pedestrian walkways

" indude design oontrola
Along i n y mid-block waJkway to tnaur* that they are
aaie, weU lit and deatrable to
the pedestrian

Separate lervtce from
pedestrian areaa

* Indude dealgn oontrola in
the Zoning to regulate service
areaa

0*1

DBT

Qty

Qty

*

ACTIVITIES/AMENITIES (AA)

CONCEPTS/STRATEGIES/ACTIONS DRAFT
ACTION PLAN : ACTIVITIES/AMENITIES (AA)
OBI. | CONCEPTS

GOAL
Concentrate and develop those public facilities and associated
cultural, recreational and entertainment activities and opportunities
that make Salt Lake one of the greatest of cities.
OBJECTIVES
1. STREET- Reinforce the street as the center of Downtown activity
and movement.
2. DESIGN- Design Downtown to be the gathering place for festivals, parades, street life and activity.

AA-1

AA-2

I

STRATEOIBS

~~J

ACTIONS

IMNJSXCKnNO
A004C3BS

~[ TIMWoJ

DEFINE THB Itdentify streets for trsnelt, • EmphssUe State, West
1
0-20
PURPOSE
If yarklng, access, walking
Temple, 300 West and 400
AND
I South primarily for autoa
1
HIERARCHY
OF STREET
* Emphasize Main, 200 East.
USE
1200 West primarily for pedes- 1 0-20
(trlans
|
DESIGN FOR
FESTIVALS

Provide Infrsstructure

1
1 Indude power and other
1 imenities In Special hmmovement Districts and in
>toneer Park

City

1
1 0-20
I

* Do street sweeping and
other maintenance at night
Encourage businesses that
are not tn the Salt Lake
market to develop their
flagship store Downtown

4. RECREATION- Expand sports and recreational opportunities
that are appropriate for residents, visitors and businesses.

Qty

5. TOURISM- Establish Downtown as a recognized destination for
tourim and a convention center.
6. ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT- Expand Downtown arts,
cultural and entertainment activities.

j

Qty

Qty

* Add at least two department stores that do not have
outlets In the Salt lake area

1-5

1 Reestablish pedestrisn
1 traffic along Main Street

|*EsUbUshs large retail
1 anchor at the southern end of
I Downtown

1

J Preserve and establish a
1 residential population
1 downtown to use retail
facilities

I * Encourage residential ptesJervatlon of adjacent neighbor*
1hoods

0-20

city

1 Develop an expanded
J evening market

1 * Encoursge more theaters,
I concerts and other evening
(uses

1-5

City

1-5

City

1* Reevaluate fees for awnings
1 and other encroachment!

1-5

City

1 * Eliminate manufacturing
1 uses In C-4 tone

0-1

Qty

1 Discourage incompatible
I uses in the retail tone

*

City

1-5

Improve atgnsge

9

Qty
Downtown
Alliance

* Add additional department
stores that have outlets In the
Salt Lake market but not
Downtown

I Reinforce the southern end 1 * Develop s parking program
1 of the business district
1 in the south end of the bustj nets dUtr let

7. EVENTS- Promote and sponsor Downtown events and celebrations.

City

0-20

*

DET)

Qty

* Discourage retail sprawl
1
-oftcr and reinforce exist- 1
AA-3 DEVELOP A
nto peripheral areas by
J
ng business along Main
CRITICAL
modifying zoning, partlcu* 1 1-5
Street
I
MASS OF
larly in East Downtown
J
RETAIL
ALONG MAIN
* Develop a management
1
STREET THAT
organisation for Main Street
0-1
CAN SUCsimilar to the malls
CESSFULLY
DRAW AND
• Encourage expansion of the
COMPETE
retail areas thst are primarily
0-20
WrTH OTHER
accessed by foot
COMMERCIAL
AREAS IN THE
• Schedule street improveRECION
0-20
ments around business schedules

3. RETAIL- Diversify Downtown retail and broaden its market to
include goods and services not normally sold in regional malls and
suburban areas.

1
I

Private

{

Private

Private

*

ACTION PLAN: ACTIVITIES/AMENITIES (AA)Cont.
[OBJ | CONCEPTS

[AA-4

AA^

|

STRATEGIES
Encourage a compact
Downtown

I 0-20
j

* Discourage private single
uae parking lots is opposed
to public lots

I
1
1

* Work with the County to
insure Sail Palace expansion
in a way that is successful for
both City and County needs

PROVIDE FOR
PROFESSIONAL
FOOTBALL
AND BASEBALL

* Begin land acquisition long
before stadium Is feasible to
guarantee site and eliminate
land speculation

CONCENTRATE NEW
TOURIST
FACILITIES
DOWNTOWN

MUMBMTMQ

1

Aoneais

1

1-5

City

U

city
County

0-20

City
State

City
County

* Encourage more airport to
Downtown hotel shuttles

14

Private

Discourage on-mountaln
lodging

* As part of watershed management, discourage additional on-mountaln units by
refusing water

0-20

City

Direct transportation from
Downtown to ski resorts

* Provide mass transportation
system to ski resorts wtth no
transfers required

5-20

UTA

More fully exploit Great
Salt Lake. Direct transportation to Saltair

* Provide mass transportation
link from Downtown to
airport and Saltair beach

5-20

Encourage man transit to
Lagoon and other entertainment areas

* Advertise bus at hotels and
other tourist points

0-20

1 Promote festival market1 place / farmers Market

* Establish fanners market In
Pioneer Park

Establish sdence center
(Imax Theater)

1 * Consider County-wide
1 bonding for Arts and Sdcr ces

UTA

STRATEGIES

I

*

Create an art bonus for
ESTABLISH
AN ARTS AND Pierpont Avenue
ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT
Encourage restaurants
within the district

*l

CREATE A
THEATER
DISTRICT

Establish an area of concentrated movie theaters
and legitimate theaters

USE THE
AA-7 OCCASION OF Host a major showcase
event for Utah
UTAH'S CENTENNIAL
AND SALT
UKE'S 150th
BIRTHDAY AS
A CATALYST
FOR CELEBRATION
CREATE FESTIVALS IN
OFF PEAK
TIMES

f
1

ACTIONS

1 TIMINOJ
1-5

* Identify sites Downtown

City
University

1

City
State

* Use toning to more dearly 1
define scceptsble uses In the
0-1
district and discourage incompatible uses
|

City

* Automatic acceptance of
shared parking, no variance
required
* Create theater bonus overlay for 300 South (Broadway)

0-1

Travel Council

1
1
1

City
Bute
County

1
1

City
State
County

1
1

Qty
State
County

PARK FOR
ARTS/OPEN
SPACE/TOWN
SQUARE

DET|

*

City

|
0-1

* Automatic acceptance of
shared parking, no variance
required

0-1

• Host s Major Fair or Exhibition in 1996-97

1-5

1-5

* Provide infrastructure
within Pioneer Park and
Plerpont Avenue or the Delta
Center PI iia

0-1

Expand length of time of
thefestlvtl

Create a Winter Arts festival
during the Qutstross shopping season

1-5

Develop e site near transportation that is easily
accessible

* Develop Block 57 Rata as
Ian arts space/park

[EXPAND ARTS Provide a permanent
home
FESTIVAL

j'
1

* Facilitate efforts to create a I
1-5
permanent museum
j

* Host Snow Carnival or
Winter Festival during the
month of January

Establish a Winter Festival

UOUMSKHNO
Aoaxqp

Qty

*

City

c»ty
State

Qty
Downtown
Alliance

—1
City

City
State

City

1-5

1 Find RDT a permanent
AA-6 SUPPORT
1 * Contribute to a new theater
1-5
EXIST1NCART I home downtown
CROUPS
Support Ballet West, Utah 1* Contribute financially and
I 0-20
1 Symphony, and Utah
1 In-kind as possible
Opera

f

UTA

1-5

1-*5

OBJ. | CONCEPTS

ESTABLISH A 1 Move Utah Museum of
WORLD
Fine Arts Downtown
CLASS ART
[
MUSEUM
Create a space for State
collection

City

0-20

Maximize tourist facilities j * Advertise Downtown tourlist amenities in promotional
1 on Block 57
1 literature

DBT|

City

• Expand Salt Palace rather
than create new facilities
elsewhere In the metro area

FOCUS HOTEL 1Concentrate convention
ROOMS AND : facilities In the Downtown
CONVENTION
FACILITIES
DOWNTOWN

CREATE EASY
ACCESS
LINKS FROM
DOWNTOWN
TO TOURIST
! FACILITIES

| TIMINol
j
1 0-20
j

* Discourage large retail
centers outside the Downtown area

PROVIDE FOR 1 Insure that tha naw arena
EXPANDED
ti aesthetically pleating
SALT PALACE and maintains a pedesARENA
trian icate
identify potential Downtown she* for stadium.

ACTION PLAN: ACTIVITIES/ AMENITIES (AAKont.

f
ACTIONS
J * Discourage surface parking
1 as an acceptable use In the G>
4 tone

1-5

City

1

GOALS/OBJECTIVES ADOPTED
CONCEPT/STRATEGIES/ACTIONS DRAFT

BUILT ENVIRONMENT/DEVELOPMENT (BD)
GOAL

I

ACTIiDNPLAN : BUILT ENVIRONMENT/DEVELOPMENT
OBJ. | CONCEPTS
BD-1

Preserve and reuse our existing physical environment while providing
for the orderly transition of certain land uses and creating a new expectation of uncompromising quality for future Downtown developments.

BD-2

OBJECTIVES
1. CHARACTER- Reinforce specific physical qualities and historical
development patterns that establish Downtown Salt Lake's unique
urban character.
2. HISTORIC PRESERVATION- Preserve historically significant
buildings and districts while accommodating new development and
renovation that is sensitive to Downtown's existing character.

STRATEGIES

4. INFILL- Reuse existing structures while weaving new projects into
the urban fabric.

PRESERVE
AREA SURROUNDING
PIONEER
PARK / RIO
GRANDE
DEPOT

Provide design controls to 1 Develop a Warehouse
stabilize the ares
1 Historic District
f Provide activity to offset
the transient/homeless
problem
Publicize unique character
of site or building

INFILL HOUS- ! Discourage non-residential development tn East
ING IN URDowntown
BAN NEIGHBORHOODS
Develop Pioneer Park
[ neighborhood
IBD-5 DESIGN
1 Codify desired design
GUIDELINES
guidelines
TO ENHANCE
DOWNTOWN

IBD-7

5. DESIGN- Develop and implement physical design guidelines and
review processes that will assure development of the highest quality.
BD4

6. EFFICIENCY- Provide an efficient streamlined review and approval
process that maximizes public goals while encouraging development.

HIGHLIGHT
KEY OPEN
SPACE

RESOLVE
PARKING
ISSUES

Provide simple design
guidelines

J

1 * Host a farmers market in
I Pioneer Park
| * Upgrade park to handle
festivals

1
1

* Place markers tn the sidewalk to commemorate events
or structures
|
* Integrate historic buildings
into walking tours
* Refine zoning into subcategories that emphasize the
Individuality of each district
while still allowing mixed use

8. PARKING- Resolve conflicting issues regarding parking.
10

0-20

c»y

I Develop a coordinated
1 system of parking to
j maximize convenience
I and minimize land area
{used

1-5

City

1-5

Qty

1^5

City
Historical groups

1-6

Qty
Historical groups |

1-5

*
*

0-20

Qty
Qty

* Better signage at freeways

1-5

Qty
UDOT

* Rezone East Downtown to
mixed-use residential

1-5

City

* rezone area to mixed-use

1-5

City

* Indude design guidelines in
base zoning

1-S

City

1-5

City

1-5

City

1-5

city

j * Perform parking study to
1 determine maximum number
lof stalls off-street, location of
I structures, design features

1-5

1 * implement coordinated
1 parking plan to allow easy
(access

1-5

1-5

City

City

j
j

*

City

0-20

Provide minimal open
1 * Extend Memory Grove Park
space but make maximum
1 use of that which is pro1* Develop Town Square/Utah
Ivlded
Center

DK]

J

city

1-5

• Provide gateway features

* Emphasize self admlnisj tared guidelines rather than
1 design review tn zoning

I
I

City

* Develop theme lighting

1 * Mount a public relations
1 Advertise the availability I campaign to emphasize
j of parking
{parking advantages of Down-

7. CATALYST- Use appropriately designed and located open space
within the built environment as a catalyst for Downtown investment.

IkVUEMOTriNO
AOOK3BS

* Include poetry in all future j
j 0-20
1sidewalk improvements

DEVELOP
1 Offer support to existing
NON-EXCLU- emerging districts while
emphasizing multiple use
SIVE DISTRICTS WITH
A DOMINANT
THEME OR
Define Downtown and
ACTIVITY
subdlstricts with physical
attributes

BD-6 STREAMLINE
APPROVAL
PROCESS

(BD)

| TIM1N0|

ACTIONS

DEVELOP A
THEME
UNIQUE TO
SALT LAKE
CJTY

lBD-4

3. DISTRICTS- Solidify and promote specialized districts, each with its
own identity based on scale of buildings, intensity of activity and mix
of uses.

|

'Develop a literary theme
I
Devel op sped al Improve- 1 nduding poetry in the side- 1
men! project! with art as ] walk

EMPHASIZE
HISTORIC
BUILDINGS
AND SITES
BD4

j

City
Downtown
Alliance

)
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GOALS/OBJECTIVES

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT/COMPATIBILITY
GOAL
Promote the physical connection and compatibility of the built
environment with the natural environment and maximize the
opportunities created by Downtown's unique proximity to nature.
OBJECTIVE
1. OPEN SPACE- Create a major public open space to function as a
catalyst for Downtown development and an attraction for cultural,
recreational, retail and development opportunities.
2. PUBLIC SPACE- Improve design and upkeep of public spaces.
3. AIR- Promote the maintenance of clean air.

ADOPTED

(NC) CONCEPT/STRATEGIES/ACTIONS DRAFT
ACTION PLAN : NATURAL ENVIRONMENT/COMPATIBILITY (NC)
f OBJ.

CONCETTI

ESTABLISH A
NC-1 MAJOR
DOWNTOWN
RECREATIONAL
FOCUS

STRATEGIES
Create a central park
similar to one* In Vancouver, San ftandsco, San
Diego and New York

ACTIONS
* Create a central park between 5th West and freeway
on obsolete rail yards
* Use State Centennial as
impetus for funding and
construction of park facilities
* Consolidate rail lines onto
500 West

NC-2 INTEGRATE
NATURAL
AMENITIES
INTO URBAN
CENTER

Connect Memory Grove
and City Creek to Downtown u called for In the
1962 Second Century Plan

* Acquire land at the mouth
of City Creek Canyon for the
Kimball Waterwheel Park/
Memory Grove expansion

NC-2 ENCOURAGE
WELL DESIGNED PUBLIC SPACE

Provide design review for
plaza* and open apace

* Integrate design controls
and/or review Into the zoning ordinance

NC-3 ENCOURAGE
MASSTRANsrr TO IMPROVE AIR
QUALITY

Encourage a densely
developed Downtown
easily accessible by transit

Prohibit skywalks and
NC-4 MAINTAIN
overhead Intrusions on
VISTAS
STREETS AND key streets
VIEWS
Prohibit the blockage of
views of significant buildings

4. VISTAS- Preserve vistas and physical connections to our unique
mountain setting.

11

TIMING

neuMNTtto

0-20

City
State

1-5

City
State

0-20

C»ty
Railroads

AOSNCIM

1-5

City

0-1

City

* Use zoning to discourage
dispersion of office and retail
uses

0-1

City

'Support light rail

0-1

Qty

* Incorporate restrictions Into
zoning ordinance

0-1

Cm/

* Incorporate height restrictions Into zoning

0-1

Qty

DBT|

*

*
*

*

SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROJECTS
The following is a summary of the projects that most completely accomplish
the goals and objectives of the master plan. Each is covered in more detail on
the following pages:
* PEOPLE ORIENTED AMENITIES , INCLUDING:
STREET TREES
STANDARD PAVING PATTERNS
STREET LIGHTING
PUBLIC ART
GROUND LEVEL GLASS
RETAIL ACTIVITY
COORDINATED PARKING ENTRIES
POLICE PATROL
CLEANLINESS
ON-STREET AMBIANCE
MIDBLOCK WALKWAYS
- Provide a friendly and distinctive pedestrian environment for the user
* BALANCED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM, INCLUDING:
MASS TRANSIT/LIGHT RAIL AND BUS
I-15 IMPROVEMENTS
STREET SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
PARKING IMPROVEMENTS
- Provide ongoing access to and within Downtown to maintain growth and
stability
- Protect residential neighborhoods adjacent to traffic corridors
* SALT PALACE EXPANSION / UPDATE, INCLUDING:
CONVENTION CENTER
DELTA CENTER
SCIENCE CENTER
MUSEUMS
PERFORMING ARTS COMPLEX
- Provide ongoing tourist and convention facilities
- Maintain Downtown as a community focus

•

•

•

H

M

M

I

DRAFT

^

S UMMARY OF MAJOR PROJECTS (com.)
* CONSOLIDATED COURTS COMPLEX AND CIVIC CENTER
- Provide an anchor to the southern end of the Business District
- Provide for government support and investment in Downtown
* TOWN SQUARE / BLOCK 57
-Provide an activity center in the central core
-Provide a community focal point
* MEMORY GROVE EXTENSION
- Define northern edge of the Central Business District
- Stabilize adjacent neighborhoods
* DOWNTOWN ZONING MODIFICATIONS, INCLUDING:
WEST DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN CONSIDERATIONS
EAST DOWNTOWN PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
HEIGHT REGULATIONS
EAST DOWNTOWN MIXED USE ZONING
PIONEER PARK MIXED USE ZONING
WAREHOUSE HISTORIC DISTRICT
L.D.S. TEMPLE, CITY/COUNTY BUDDING, CATHEDRAL OF THE
MADELEINE AND STATE CAPITOL VIEW CORRIDORS
GATEWAYS
RETAIL OVERLAY
PARKING REQUIREMENTS
THEATER AND ART DISTRICTS
- Provide for flexibility of zoning to accomplish a variety of goals
- Accentuate unique qualities of Downtown
- Provide a distinct eastern boundary for the Central Business District
- Provide housing opportunities for a stabilized population
- Maintain Downtown as the cultural center of the Intermountain West.

•n

—

— - — — - - — — — — — — —

UKA? 1

SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROJECTS (com.)
* THEME MONUMENT
- Provide a southern anchor to the Central Business District
- Provide a monument to the commitment of Salt Lake to be an International City
* GATEWAY REDEVELOPMENT AREA
- Provide a western edge to the Central Business District
- Major reuse of the rail yards
- Create an activity center and human element to the City
- Provide for increased housing opportunities and neighborhood stabilization
* SPORTS PARK / STADIUM
- Provide a long-term southern anchor for Downtown
- Maintain Downtown as a community focus
- Provide a major activity center
* HOUSING
- Maintain a twenty-four hour population.
- Insure a ready workforce and consumers
- Create a diverse and exciting neighborhood
- Increase housing stock

14

PEOPLE ORIENTED AMENITIES
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The purpose of these amenities is to provide an attractive and exciting
environment at a human scale. They include the following:
* Street Trees:
Trees should be included in all sidewalk/park strips to provide shade
and protection for pedestrians. Generally, tree species should be used
that can be pruned to a high canopy so that signage is visible from the
street and street lighting is not blocked.

II
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PAVING PATTERNS
•
Miin*tr*«LBeflutif1cflMori
. . . . . .
Mcdlfted f**n fftrvet Paklem
«-» • _
Raverae Irni9* Standard Plan/
Brick with Concrete

* Standard Paving Patterns:
Main Street should maintain its distinctive sidewalk paving pattern. A
variation of this pattern should be extended to 900 South.
South Temple should maintain a pattern of predominantly brick with
concrete highlights from State Street to 400 West Street.
The remainder of sidewalks on major streets between 200 East and 400
West should be of the adopted standard plan of predominantly brick
with concrete highlights . Minor streets such as Pierpont, Edison and
Post Office Place may be 100 % brick or 100 % concrete.
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* Standard Street Lighting:
Downtown lighting should be part of a larger system of Districts and
Boulevards. State St., Main St., 400 South, 300 West, West Temple and
North Temple are all boulevards that should each have their own distinctive street light. All other street lights should reflect the Downtown district theme which is the traditional Indian Head Lamp.
LIGHTING
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cause they provide a "true" color but high pressure sodium vapor is acceptable in historic areas or in unique situations where a warm color is
desired. Additional architectural facade lighting should be used wherever possible to provide visual interest and encourage public safety. This
should be encouraged both privately and publicly.
* Public Art:
Public art should be encouraged throughout the Downtown district. All
public projects should invest 1% for art that is directly visible to the public. Historical markers and other points of interest are also encouraged.
A literary theme should be developed which includes poetry or quotations in all new sidewalk projects. Generally "plaques" flush with the
sidewalk are preferred for poetry and markers because they do not obstruct sidewalk traffic and maintenance.
* Ground Level Glass:
At least 60% non-reflective (transparent) glass is required at the ground
level of buildings located on retail streets (Main Street from South
Temple to 400 South, and 100 South, 200 South and 300 South between
West Temple and State Street) and the interior of Block 57 and midblock
walkways. At least 40 % non-reflective or reflective glass is required at
the ground level on State Street between South Temple and 400 South.
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* Ground Level Retail Activity:
Zoning changes should occur to require retail businesses on the ground
level of all buildings along retail streets and the Block 57 Plaza. To assure minimal walking distances a "build to" line should also be incorporated into zoning along retail streets. (see Downtown Zoning Modifications ). A southern retail anchor should be developed. Specialty stores
unique to the Salt Lake market should be strongly encouraged.
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* Coordinated Parking Entries:
Parking lot entries are prohibited on Main Street between South Temple
and 400 South and are discouraged between 400 South and 900 South
because of the need to accommodate mass transit. Center of the street
parking entries are strongly encouraged on east/west streets.
State Street and West Temple are major auto streets. Parking structure
access should be allowed from these streets but curb cuts should be kept
to a minimum to enable the street to function at its maximum capacity.

DRAFT

* Police Patrol:
The police foot, auto and bike patrols should be highly visible to create a
non-threatening atmosphere. There should be a police substation with
direct access to the street level, preferably on Block 57 where the plaza
can also be patrolled. Police officers should be used as traffic control
during heavy traffic times to add an element of personal safety.
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Streetscape

* Cleanliness:
Sidewalks should be swept or cleaned daily during the summer. Ordinances requiring snow removal should be strengthened to insure compliance, particularly for absentee landlords.
* On-Street Ambiance:
Ordinances providing for appropriately regulated Vendors, Musicians,
Artists, Horse Drawn Carriages and similar uses should be retained or
adopted.
* Midblock walkways:
A system of center of the block walkways should be developed to shorten
distances pedestrians must walk between locations and to provide a
secondary transportation network. These walkways should be at ground
level. Midblock crosswalks should be encouraged where possible.
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MIDBLOCK WALKWAYS
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Access to, and within Downtown is key to the development and vitality
of the City Center. This access must not come at the expense of adjacent
neighborhoods which are also critical to the vitality of the City Center.
Balanced access should be provided using both public and private transportation. Key ingredients are mass transit, parking and highway access.
Specific proposals include:
Mass Transit:
Light Rail:
Development of a light rail system serving Downtown from the southern
suburbs is strongly endorsed and has priority over the construction of
additional freeway lanes to 1-15. The rail system will provide an alternative transportation network as the freeway is under construction. It also
provides access to Downtown for more people at less cost. A well designed system would provide direct access to Downtown without negatively affecting adjacent neighborhoods. Light rail also transports large
numbers of people without their cars, effectively eliminating many parking and congestion problems in the Downtown area. It also contributes
to efforts to improve air quality.
The first phase alignment should follow the Union Pacific right-of-way
from Sandy to Downtown where it should follow a Main Street (or vicinity) and South Temple alignment to maximize ridership potential.
Planning and design for a second rail line extending through Downtown
from the Airport to the University should occur as the first phase is approved. This would connect the two major employment centers in the
valley and the international transportation center . The second phase
Airport /University line should follow a North Temple/400 South alignment to augment the viability of strip commercial areas and to avoid the
introduction of commercial intrusion into residential neighborhoods.

Rail design should also include future expansion potential to Ogden,
Provo, other suburban locations and resort destinations. The eastern and
western suburbs are in particular need of access.
As future phases are developed, trains should be refocused to the Rio
Grande and Union Pacific Depots and the Downtown section of the rail
line should be converted to a collector system.

DRAFT

Beck Street

Bus network:
The bus system should continue expansion of service throughout the
valley. This should occur regardless of the development of light rail,
although, the greatest potential for increasing ridership lies in concurrent
development of both. The primary focus of bus service should remain on
Main Street Downtown.
Automobile:
1-15 freeway improvements:
Proposals to add additional lanes to 1-15 (in conjunction with light rail)
are strongly endorsed because they provide additional access to Downtown without directly affecting Salt Lake City neighborhoods. Failure to
construct the additional lanes will result in either decreased access to
Downtown, creating a negative economic impact on existing and new
office/retail development, or increased traffic on surface streets (particularly Victory Road, 900 West, 700 East and 1300 East) which will negatively impact residential areas.
An additional interchange on 1-15 is needed to provide access from the
freeway to Downtown. Any new interchange should not negatively
impact residential areas and should not be built without first providing
protection from through traffic to the Jackson, Avenues, Capitol Hill,
Euclid, West Salt Lake, East Central and other neighborhoods (some of
these improvements are outlined in the Street System Enhancements
section).
IQ

Victory Road

CONNECTION OF 400 VEST
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additional interchange could be designed to actually decrease through
traffic in neighborhoods. Final location and design for such an interchange should involve representatives from all impacted areas.
The 600 North viaduct/interchange should be modified to provide better
use of both 300 and 400 West Streets and lessen the impact of the viaduct
upon the neighborhood.
Street System Enhancements:
There are several street system changes that can improve the internal
efficiency of the transportation network and enhance adjacent neighborhoods. These improvements include:
- Improvements to 400 West (curb, gutter, sidewalk) to better define
roadway and increase efficiency. A direct connection to Beck Street
should be provided.
- Long range consolidation of existing heavy rail lines into a single line
on 500 West, behind the rail depots, removing them from 400 West. First
priority is to remove the rail lines on 400 West north of 200 South.
- Improve 500 West to provide a freeway frontage road/secondary access
route from the south that is away from residential areas.
-The closure or narrowing of Second Avenue at State Street to discourage
through traffic in residential areas. Second and Third Avenue should be
reconverted to two way traffic. This is to discourage through traffic in
the Avenues. Similar measures should also be taken on 100,200 and 300
South, east of 700 East, to prevent excess traffic from moving onto these
residential streets. These projects should be done in conjunction with
each other.

- Victory Road should be disconnected from direct access to Beck Street
to encourage commuter traffic to use 300 and 400 West rather than travel
through the Capitol Hill neighborhood. This can be accomplished in the
short-term by creating a signalized right angle intersection at Beck Street
or in the long-term, by extending Victory Road to Orchard Boulevard in
Bountiful with no direct connection to Beck Street or the Freeway. This
action is intended to eliminate commuter traffic from impacting the
Capitol Hill neighborhood.

DRAFT
Beck Street
Victory Road
^realignment

Victory Road

- Center medians should be replaced on West Temple, 200 North, Main
Street and State Street north of North Temple and possibly Main Street
between North and South Temple (pending the development of an
L.D.S. Church Campus). This is to clearly identify these streets as residential and to discourage traffic intrusion.
-Major markers in the form of pylons or gateways (similar to the entrance markers at Memory Grove or Haxton Place) should be placed at
the north and east ends of Downtown to clearly define the boundary
between Downtown and adjacent neighborhoods.
- Improved freeway signage to the University to direct through traffic.

POSSIBLE REALIGNMENT
OF VICTORY ROAD
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Needs of different user groups are often conflicting. Retail businesses need
plenty of short-term parking to accommodate their customers. Offices
need long-term parking to accommodate their workers, and mass transit is
most effective when it is more convenient to use than the auto. To balance
these needs it is proposed that:

- 30% of stalls constructed within the primary retail area (State to West
Temple, South Temple to 400 South) be required to be of validated or metered short term parking. These stalls should be on the level nearest pedestrian access to the street.

i:

- The Zoning Ordinance be changed to reflect parking maximums in the
Downtown area as well as minimums. Number changes should reflect a
higher maximum for retail uses than office uses.
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- Allow improvements to be made to the mass or alternate transit system or
contributions to a mass transit fund in lieu of construction of parking.
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-Enlarge "Park and Shop", create a parking authority, or empower a Downtown management group to oversee the coordination and management of
parking in the central core.
-Eliminate the distance from building requirements for parking (except for
retail uses ), allowing it to be constructed at peripheral sites.
-Encourage employers to use alternate transit, mass transit or flextime and
also provide designated stalls for carpooling.
- Shared parking should be promoted for day and nightime uses.
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SALT PALACE EXPANSION / UPDATE, DELTA CENTER, SCIENCE
CENTER, MUSEUMS AND PERFORMING ARTS COMPLEX

DRAFr
South Ttmplt

It is the City's policy to locate cultural, arts and historical facilities generally
in the West Downtown area. This will provide a critical mass to enhance
the marketability of all of the facilities and will also provide potential for
infill development and private support facilities. The arts have historically
been "pioneers" in reclaiming underused urban areas and can continue to
play that role in helping to revitalize West Downtown.
Salt Palace Convention Center:
An important part of Downtown redevelopment should focus on tourism
and entertainment. An expanded Salt Palace should be the first focus of
such an effort. The Salt Palace has proved to be a great asset to the community in the past and to assure continued viability it should be updated and
expanded. Long term expansion should be to the west along South Temple
to 300 West (as well as along the existing West Temple frontage). Expanding in this direction will provide compatibility to the Delta Center as well
as redirect event traffic to 300 West. Expansion plans should consider longrange needs beyond the immediate need of 100,000 sq. ft. of additional
exhibit space. Property should be acquired on Blocks 67 and 78 to be used
for future expansion and temporary parking. The property should be acquired as part of any remodeling effort to allow for cost effective future
expansion.
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South Temple

Arena/Delta Center:
An arena to accommodate sports activities is critical to the economy of
Downtown. The location on 300 West and South Temple provides potential
dual use with the Salt Palace and anchors West Downtown.
Building Sites J j g

200 South

SALT PALACE OPTIONS
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Museums:
West Downtown should be the home to any expansion or relocation of
major museums. This includes the State History Museum, Museum of
Natural History, Utah Museum of Fine Arts and other museums and galleries. West Downtown is also an appropriate location for the Children's
Museum which could be located in relationship to the other museums and
science center.
Science Center:
The existing Hansen Planetarium is small and in need of greater exhibition
space. Expansion could result in the creation of a major Science Center
similar to those in many larger cities. This is a use that could easily be
accommodated at a variety of West Downtown locations.
Performing Arts Complex:
Salt Lake has a strong history of support for the arts and its continued support is warranted. The Arts provide a distinct image for Downtown that
encourages people who may not otherwise come Downtown to do so.
There is a need to provide additional performing arts space. Studies have
shown a minimum need for an 850-1000 seat theater, a 350 seat theater and
a 100 seat "black box" theater.
Because theaters have significant "down time", any new construction
should be adjacent to Downtown but not directly on the ground level on
Main Street. Locations near the Pierpont and Warehouse Districts and
along 300 South (Broadway) are strongly recommended.

Because of its historical significance, acquisition and renovation of
the Utah Theater as a live theater should be given high priority. Its
location, adjacent to the Capitol Theater, provides the potential for
dual management, use of scene shop and other spaces. The building
interior has detailing and architectural value that cannot be replaced.
The theater itself is actually separated from the Main Street frontage
by a low-rise retail building that is designed separately and could be
replaced with an office tower/retail space, providing income to subsidize the theater. The Utah Theater could accommodate the need for
the large theater space with the smaller theaters located separately, or
it could be remodeled as a separate project in addition to the needed
theater complex.
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The north end of Downtown has historically been strong because the
activities of the L.D.S. Church have provided a strong anchor. The south
end of Downtown is in need of an equally strong anchor.
The State Courts Administrators Office has researched the economies of
combining all court services into one centralized location and has concluded that there are numerous advantages to the internal functioning of
the courts system through consolidation. The block immediately west of
the City/County Building (Block 39) provides an ideal location for such
a complex because of its easy access to transportation, existing prison and
court facilities. The legal industry is also heavily concentrated in the
Downtown area.
Location of the Courts on Block 39 will help to provide the southern end
of Downtown with the same kind of strong anchor that the north end
enjoys, effectively "bookending" the central retail and office district.
This plan strongly recommends that a consolidated Courts Complex be
built immediately west of the City/County Building as part of a larger
Civic Center complex.
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TOWN SQUARE/BLOCK 57
Many communities have a central "Town Square" where public gatherings
or other events can occur in the center of the City. Examples include Pioneer Court House Square in Portland and Pershing Square in Los Angeles.
Salt Lake has the potential for a major public open space on Block 57.

_|
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Block 57 is central to the City's core and provides a natural location for a
"Town Square". The difference between the open space on this block and
other plazas throughout the Downtown is that this block should be specifically designed to be an activity center. Unlike the gardens at the L.D.S.
Church Office Building or the lawn at Washington Square, which are both
primarily visual spaces, Block 57 should be an activity center providing
events and programs to create excitement in the central core.
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Two of Salt Lake's most historical neighborhoods lie directly north and
northeast of Downtown. Unfortunately, they have been encroached upon
by incompatible uses, including surface parking lots, excessive traffic and
commercial developments.
Because strong neighborhoods adjacent to Downtown are important in
providing a consumer population/workforce, establishing a definitive
boundary between Downtown and adjacent neighborhoods is highly
beneficial.
It is proposed that Memory Grove be extended as a park to First Avenue
and State Street, effectively bringing City Creek to the City Center (northeast corner of Downtown).
Integrate the concept of City Creek Parkway and /or water features
through the Downtown to connect Memory Grove to the Jordan River
Parkway. The City Creek Parkway and the LDS Campus will create a
physical and psychological boundary between the Avenues and Capitol
Hill neighborhood, insuring against encroachment.
(Other associated improvements are discussed in the transportation section.)
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DOWNTOWN ZONING MODIFICATIONS
xne purpose Oi any zoning actions in the Downtown area is to encourage
and direct appropriate development and highlight and enhance the area's
unique character. Presently Downtown and most adjacent areas are zoned
general commercial. This does not provide sufficient protection for some
areas, such as East Downtown, or flexibility for development in other
areas.

DRAFT
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In general, new office and commercial development should be concentrated in the central core with any supplemental growth being directed to
the west or south. The intrusion of office and commercial development
into residential neighborhoods seriously undermines the viability of a
population base critical to the success of Downtown. It also serves to dilute the density of Downtown development, making it difficult to serve
with mass transit.
Specific details of proposed zoning actions include:
* Removal of height regulations from the basic land use zoning requirements. This allows height to be controlled as a separate issue regardless of
land use. This concept was highlighted in the Urban Design Element
which called for the tallest buildings to be in the central core and gradually
tapering in each direction.

PROPOSED MIXED USE ZONES
FOR EAST DOVNTOVN
MU-ftH
MU-OH
MU-0
T-C

* Implementation of a mixed-use zoning in the East Downtown area to
solidify the eastern boundary of the Downtown and to stabilize this neighborhood as a high density residential area. Plans for both East and West
Downtown have been previously adopted. Their recommendations remain
valid and should be implemented.
29
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* Mixed-use zoning should be applied to the area adjacent to Pioneer
Park. Previous plans have called for the enhancement of existing residential and the introduction of new residential populations into this
underutilized area. This zoning does not need to require residential as
the host use, but it should retain a residential component.
* Warehouse Historic District: The historical survey for the area surrounding the Rio Grande Depot and Pierpont areas has been done and
indicates a potential for an important Historic District. Such designation
would enhance the existing character of the area, providing architectural
protection and insuring compatibility of new development. Importantly,
historical designation provides a "theme" for the area, inviting reinvestment capital and providing an "Avant-Garde" area for the arts to thrive.
*Temple Square/City-County Building/Cathedral of the Madeleine/
State Capitol View Corridors: These buildings represent the most architecturally and historically significant buildings in the City. They provide
an immediately recognizable image to residents and tourists. A view
corridor would "redflag"new construction that interferes with significant views and subject it to design review. This will insure the continued
view amenity of these important buildings.
*View Corridors: Views from Downtown to the mountains and major
landmarks should also be preserved. Skywalks or other obstructions
that would block view corridors are prohibited on Main Street, State
Street, South Temple, 200 South and 300 South and are discouraged on
other streets except in extenuating circumstances.
*Gateways: Changes in zoning should be made to enhance the entry into
Downtown on major streets. These changes include landscaped setbacks,
land use controls and prohibition of billboards.

'Retail Overlay for Main Street: (Main Street from South Temple to 400
South, and 100 South ,200 South and 300 South between West Temple and
State Street.)
-At least 60% non-reflective glass is required at the ground level of buildings located on retail streets.
-Changes in zoning should occur to require retail businesses on the
ground level of all buildings along designated retail streets.
- To assure minimal walking distances, a "build to" line should be incorporated into zoning along retail streets.
-A minimum 30% of all parking constructed in the retail area should be
validated or short term parking.
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* General Parking requirements:
-Allowance of transit improvements in lieu of parking.
- Parking maximums instead of minimums.
- Allow accessory parking to be constructed on peripheral lots.
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RETAIL OVERLAY
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* Theater and Art District overlays: The purpose of these overlays is to
encourage a concentration of theaters or art related businesses in specific
areas. This is not meant to be exclusive, it is simply meant to provide a
critical mass to encourage activity.
Specifics of the overlays may include:
- exemption from parking requirements
- bonuses in height for inclusion of specific uses in the development
- requirements that new developments include certain uses
- accessory uses that are encouraged may include: theaters, galleries,
restaurants and clubs
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The Theater District is to be focused along 300 South and the Arts District
centered in the West Downtown area.
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ART DISTRICT
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THEME MONUMENT
To provide a visual anchor to the south end of Downtown, similar to the
Brigham Young Monument at the north, it is proposed that a monument
be constructed in the center of Main Street between 400 and 500 South.
This, coupled with the Courts Complex/Civic Center, will add to the
physical anchor proposed for the southern business district.
In the event that Salt Lake City hosts the Winter Olympics this could
provide an ideal location for an Olympic flame and monument symbolizing Salt Lake's evolution from a pioneer sanctuary to an international
city. In the event that the Olympics are not hosted, another theme demonstrating the City's commitment to excellence should be chosen.
This monument should be of equal stature and complementary to the
Brigham Young monument.
Over the long term, a third monument should be considered on Main
Street near 800/900 South.

GATEWAY REDEVELOPMENT AREA

DRAFT

The area between 500 West and 1-15 represents a vast area of
underutilized land adjacent to the Downtown area. The long term redevelopment of this area to provide a western edge to the Downtown, as
well as better integrate western neighborhoods to the City, is important.
The area has historically been rail yards and warehouses, however, many
of those uses have been transferred to other locations and the large blocks
of ownership provide opportunity for planned development.
Long term redevelopment plans may include:
- research park or light industrial campus development
- educational campus
- significant open space
- lakes or ponds created from creek run-off with the dual purpose of
siltation and flood retention (City, Red Butte, Emigration and Parleys
Creeks all flow in culverts near this area)
-preservation and reuse of historical buildings
Detailed redevelopment plans will need to be done for this area.

GATEVAY REDEVELOPMENT AREA

33

SPORTS PARK/STADIUM
As Salt Lake City grows and is capable of hosting professional football,
soccer or baseball, any new facilities constructed should be adjacent to
Downtown.
Some cities such as Indianapolis have built their Downtown redevelopment efforts upon a sports theme. Major sports facilities provide an attraction for people who may not otherwise come Downtown. Sports
facilities can also take advantage of mass transit systems that are developed to handle normal Downtown commuters.
Sports located Downtown provides for additional economic benefit by
reinforcing existing restaurant and entertainment facilities, creating a
synergy between uses that results in a whole greater than the sum of its
parts.
Although such sports facilities are compatible with high density housing,
they are generally out of scale with single family neighborhoods.
Efforts should be made now to reserve area for these facilities. Locations
south and west of Downtown are most appropriate.

34

HOUSING
Since the essence of Downtown is people, the top priority for Salt Lake
City should be to maintain viable housing in and around the Downtown
area. San Diego, Seattle and Portland have based the rebirth and stabilization of their successful downtowns with an emphasis on housing and
access. With the people that housing and access brings, retail, office and
entertainment markets will follow. One without the other is insufficient
to create a vibrant twenty-four hour City.
Many of the concepts discussed elsewhere in this plan are designed specifically to encourage housing and stabilize neighborhoods, they include:
- Modification to zoning in the East Downtown and Pioneer Park areas.
-Discouragement of commuter traffic through residential areas.
-Encouragement of pedestrian amenities and support services.
The City should also redirect much of its energy and funding in other
programs to place top priority in the development of a broad range of
housing types in the Downtown area. No one income level should dominate and nontraditional housing types, such as loft apartments and converted warehouse space should be encouraged.

35
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POWERS AND DUTIES OF ALL CITIES

10-8-14

10-8-14, Water, sewer, gas, electricity, telephone and public transportation — Service beyond city limits
— Retainage escrow.
(1) They may construct, maintain and operate waterworks, sewer collection,
sewer treatment systems, gas works, electric light works, telephone lines or
public transportation systems, or authorize the construction, maintenance and
operation of the same by others, or purchase or lease such works or systems
from any person or corporation, and they may sell and deliver the surplus
product or service capacity of any such works, not required by the city or its
inhabitants, to others beyond the limits of the city.
(2) If any payment on a contract with a private person, firm, or corporation
to construct waterworks, sewer collection, sewer treatment systems, gas
works, electric light works, telephone lines, or public transportation systems is
retained or withheld, it shall be placed in an interest bearing account and the
interest shall accrue for the benefit of the contractor and subcontractors to be
paid after the project is completed and accepted by the board of commissioners
or city council of the city. It is the responsibility of the contractor to ensure that
any interest accrued on the retainage is distributed by the contractor to
subcontractors on a pro rata basis.
History: R.S. 1898 & C.L. 1907, § 26, subd.
14; L. 1911, ch. 120, § 1; 1915, ch. 100, § 1;
C.L. 1917, § 570x14; R.S. 1933 & C. 1943,
15-8-14; L. 1969, ch. 28,5 1} 1983, ch. 60, § 2.
Compiler's Notes. — They,* as used at the
beginning of this section, refers to boards of
commissioners and city councils of cities. See
§ 10-8-1.
Cross-References. — Consent to use of
streets, Utah Const., Art. XII, Sec. 8.
Counties, acquisition of water rights, § 17-5237.

County improvement districts, § 17A-2-301
et seq.
Metropolitan water districts, § 17A-2-801 et
seq.
Power to furnish services or grant franchises,
Utah Const., Art. XI, Sec. 5.
Sale or lease of water to municipalities by
water conservancy district, § 17A-2-1414.
Solid Waste Management Act, § 19-6-501 et
seq.

NOTES TO DECISIONS
ANALYSIS

City owned plants.
—Public service commission.
Distribution of electric power outside city limits.
Extension of water mains.
Franchising powers.
Lighting streets.
Mass transportation system.
Pollution control.
Self-liquidating plants.
Surplus water.
—Public service commission.
—Sale.
Tax exemptions.
Telephone lines.
Cited.
City owned plants.
—Public service commission.
A city operating and conducting its electric

plant and distributing system is not subject to
the control of the public utilities commission.
Logan City v. Public Utils. Comm'n, 72 Utah
536, 271 P. 961 (1928); Barnes v. Lehi City, 74
Utah 321, 279 P. 878 (1929).
Distribution of electric power outside city
limits.
This section negates the proposition that a
city could purposely engage in the distribution
of electric power to localities or persons outside
its limits except to dispose of a surplus. CP
Nat'l Corp. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 638 P.2d
519 (Utah 1981).
Extension of water mains.
Mandamus will not lie to compel town authorities to extend water mains to the plaintiffs residence, regardless of the distance or the
size of the pipes necessary for the service; for
unless the town authorities are shown to have
failed to exercise judgment or discretion, such
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10-9-302. Plan preparation.
(1) (a) The planning commission shall make and recommend to the legislative body a proposed general plan for the area within the municipality.
(b) The plan may include areas outside the boundaries of the municipality if, in the commission's judgment, they are related to the planning of
the municipality's territory.
(c) Except as otherwise provided by law, when the plan of a municipality involves territory outside the boundaries of the municipality, the
municipality may not take action affecting that territory without the
concurrence of the county or other municipalities affected.
(2) The general plan, with the accompanying maps, plats, charts and
descriptive and explanatory matter, shall show the planning commission's
recommendations for the development of the territory covered by the plan, and
may include, among other things:
(a) a land use element that:
(i) designates the proposed general distribution and location and
extent of uses of land for housing, business, industry, agriculture,
recreation, education, public buildings and grounds, open space, and
other categories of public and private uses of land as appropriate; and
(ii) may include a statement of the standards of population density
and buMing intensity recommended for the various land use categories covered by the plan;
(b) a transportation and circulation element consisting of the general
location and extent of existing and proposed freeways, arterial and
collector streets, mass transit, and any other modes of transportation that
are appropriate, all correlated with the land use element of the plan;
(c) an environmental element that addresses:
(i) the protection, conservation, development, and use of natural
resources, including the quality of air, forests, soils, rivers and other
waters, harbors, fisheries, wildlife, minerals, and other natural resources; and
(ii) the reclamation of land, flood control, prevention and control of
the pollution of streams and other waters, regulation of the use of land
on hillsides, stream channels and other environmentally sensitive
areas, the prevention, control, and correction of the erosion of soils,
protection of watersheds and wetlands, and the mapping of known
geologic hazards;
(d) a public services and facilities element showing general plans for
sewage, waste disposal, drainage, local utilities, rights-of-way, easements,
and facilities for them, police and fire protection, and other public services;
(e) a rehabilitation, redevelopment, and conservation element consisting of plans and programs for:
(i) historic preservation; and
(ii) the elimination of blight and for redevelopment, including
housing sites, business and industrial sites, and public building sites;
(0 an economic element composed of appropriate studies and an economic development plan that may include review of municipal revenue
and expenditures, revenue sources, identification of base and residentiary
industry, primary and secondary market areas, employment, and retail
sales activity;
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(g) recommendations for implementing the plan, including the use of
zoning ordinances, subdivision ordinances, capital improvement plans,
and other appropriate actions; and
(h) any other elements the municipality considers appropriate.
History: C. 1953,10-0-802, enacted by L.
1091, ch. 235, S 13; 1002, ch. 23, 8 7; 1002,
ch. 03, § 8.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment by ch. 23, effective July 1, 1992, in Subsection (IXc) added "Except as otherwise providedbyla^andsub^tuted"themuiud^
may not^take acUon affecting:that territory" for
"no action affecting that territory may be
taken" and added new Subsection (2XeXi), des-

ignated (2XeXii), and made a related stylistic
change.
The 1992 amendment by ch. 93, effective July
l, 1992, substituted "When" for "Where" at the
beginning of Subsection (IXc) and inserted "the
quality of air" in Subsection (2)(cXi)
^ 8 e c t i o n ^ s e t o u t M reconci[ed b y t h e
omce
o f L e g ^ t ^ Research and General
Counsel

10-9-303. Plan adoption.
(1) (a) After completing a proposed general plan for all or part of the area
within the municipality, the planning commission shall schedule and hold
a public hearing on the proposed plan.
(b) The planning commission shall provide reasonable notice of the
public hearing at least 14 days before the date of the hearing.
(c) After the public hearing, the planning commission may make
changes to the proposed general plan.
(2) The planning commission shall then forward the proposed general plan
to the legislative body,
(3) (a) The legislative body shall hold a public hearing on the proposed
general plan recommended to it by the planning commission,
(b) The legislative body shall provide reasonable notice of the public
hearing at least 14 days before the date of the hearing.
(4) After the public hearing, the legislative body may make any modifications to the proposed general plan that it considers appropriate.
(5) The legislative body may:
(a) adopt the proposed general plan without amendment;
(b) amend the proposed general plan and adopt or reject it as amended;
or
(c) reject the proposed general plan.
(6) (a) The general plan is an advisory guide for land use decisions.
(b) The legislative body may adopt an ordinance mandating compliance
with the general plan.
History: C. 1958,10-9-303, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 235, § 14; 1992, ch. 23, § 8.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment, effective July 1,1992, added Subsection

(1Kb), redesignated former Subsection (IXb) 11s
(IXc), added Subsection (3Xb), redesignate
former Subsections (3Xb), (4), and (5) as (4), (£>),
and (6Xa), and added Subsection (6Xb).

NOTES TO DECISIONS
Cited in Citizen's Awareness Now v.
Marakis, 873 R2d 1117 (Utah 1994).
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CITIES AND TOWNS

10-9-304. Amendment of plan.
The legislative body may amend the general plan by following the procedures required by Section 10-9-303.
History: C. 1958,10-9-304, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 235, § 15.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
Cited in Citizen's Awareness Now v.
Marakis, 873 P.2d 1117 (Utah 1994).

10-9-305. Effect of the plan on public uses.
(1) After the legislative body has adopted a general plan or any amendments
to the general plan, no street, park, or other public way, ground, place, or space,
no publicly owned building or structure, and no public utility, whether publicly
or privately owned, may be constructed or authorized until and unless:
(a) it conforms to the plan; or
(b) it has been considered by the planning commission and, after
receiving the advice of the planning commission, approved by the legislative body as an amendment to the general plan.
(2) (a) Before accepting, widening, removing, extending, relocating, narrowing, vacating, abandoning, changing the use, acquiring land for, or
selling or leasing any street or other public way, ground, place, property, or
structure, the legislative body shall submit the proposal to the planning
commission for its review and recommendations.
(b) If the legislative body approves any of the items contained in
Subsection (a), it shall also amend the general plan.
History: C. 1953,10-9-305, enacted by L.
1991, ch. 235, § 16.

10-9-306. Effect of official maps.
(1) Municipalities may not adopt an official map under this chapter.
(2) (a) An official map adopted under the previous enabling statute does
not:
(i) require a landowner to dedicate and construct a street as a
condition of development approval, except under circumstances provided in Subsection (b)(iii); or
(ii) require a municipality to immediately acquire property it has
designated for eventual use as a public street,
(b) This section does not prohibit a municipality from:
(i) requiring a landowner to take into account the proposed streets
in the planning of a development proposal;
(ii) acquiring the property through purchase, gift, voluntary dedication, or eminent domain; or
(iii) requiring the dedication and improvement of a street if the
street is found necessary by the municipality because of a proposed
development.
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Section
11-13-34.
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Impact alleviation payments
credit against in lieu of ad
valorem property taxes —
Federal or state assistance.

Section
11-13-35.
11-13-36.
1M3-37.

Exemption from privilege tax.
Arbitration of disputes.
Open and public meetings.

11-13-1. Short title.
This act may be cited as the "Interlocal Cooperation Act."
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 1.
Meaning of "this act." — The term "this
act," as used in the section, means Laws 1965,

ch. 14, which enacted §§ 11-13-1 to 11-13-5,
11-13-6 to 11-13-11, 11-13-14 to 11-13-16, and
11-13-17 to 11-13-20.

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Utah Law Review. — Note, Local Government Modernization: A Utah Perspective, 1971
Utah L. Rev. 78.
Journal of Energy Law and Policy. —

Comment, The Only Way to Manage a Desert:
Utah's Liability Immunity for Flood Control, 8
J. Energy L. & Pol'y 95 (1987).

11-13-2. Purpose of act.
It is the purpose of this act to permit local governmental units to make the
most eflficient use of their powers by enabling them to co-operate with other
localities on a basis of mutual advantage and thereby to provide services and
facilities in a manner and pursuant to forms of governmental organization that
will accord best with geographic, economic, population and other factors
influencing the needs and development of local communities and to provide the
benefit of economy of scale, economic development and utilization of natural
resources for the overall promotion of the general welfare of the state.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 2; 1977, ch. 47,
§ 1.
Meaning of "this act.* — See note under
§ 11-13-1.

11-13-3.

Cross-References. — Facilities and improvements necessary to accomplish purposes,
§ 11-13-14.

Definitions.

As used in this chapter:
(1) "Board" means the Permanent Community Impact Fund Board
created by Section 9-4-304, and its successors.
(2) "Candidate" means the state of Utah and any county, municipality,
school district, prosecution district, special district, or any other political
subdivision of the state of Utah or its authorized agent or any one or more
of them.
(3) "Direct impacts" means an increase in the need for any public
facilities or services that is attributable to the project, except impacts
resulting from the construction or operation of any facility owned by
others that is used to furnish fuel, construction, or operation materials for
use in the project.
(4) (a) "Facilities," "services," or "improvements" mean facilities, services, or improvements of any kind or character provided by a
candidate with respect to any one or more of the following:
(i) flood control;
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(ii) storm drainage;
(iii) government administration;
(iv) planning and zoning;
(v) buildings and grounds;
(vi) education;
(vii) health care;
(viii) parks and recreation;
(ix) police and fire protection;
(x) prosecution of violations of state criminal statutes;
(xi) defense of individuals prosecuted for violations of state
criminal statutes;
(xii) transportation;
(xiii) streets and roads;
(xiv) utilities;
(xv) culinary water;
(xvi) sewage disposal;
(xvii) social services;
(xviii) solid waste disposal;
(xix) economic development or new venture investment fund;
and
(xx) library.
(b) "Facilities" and "improvements" includes entire facilities and
improvements or interests in facilities or improvements.
(5) "Project" means an electric generating and transmission project
owned by a legal or administrative entity created under this chapter and
shall include any electric generating facilities, transmission facilities, fuel
or fuel transportation facilities, or water facilities owned by that entity
and required for that project.
(6) "Project entity" means a legal or administrative entity created under
this chapter which owns a project and which sells the capacity, services, or
other benefits from it.
(7) "Public agency" means:
(a) any political subdivision of this state including, but not limited
to, cities, towns, counties, school districts, and special districts of
various kinds;
(b) the state of Utah or any department, division, or agency of the
state of Utah;
(c) any agency of the United States;
(d) any political subdivision or agency of another state including
any interlocal cooperation or joint powers agency formed under the
authority of the law of another state; and
(e) any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or
community which is recognized as eligible for the special programs
and services provided by the United States to Indians because of their
status as Indians.
(8) "State" means a state of the United States and the District of
Columbia.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 3; 1980, ch. 10,
§ 1; 1982 (2nd S.S.), ch. 2, § 1; 1985, ch. 143,
§ 1; 1986, ch. 206, § 1; 1989, ch. 41, § 1; 1989
(2nd S.S.), ch. 5, § 1; 1992, ch. 241, § 368;

1993, ch. 38, § 6; 1993, ch. 218, § 1; 1995, ch.
88, § 1; 1995, ch. 305, § 2.
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment, effective March 13, 1992, substituted
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"Section 9-4-304" for "Section 63-52-2" in Subsection (1).
The 1993 amendment by ch. 38, effective May
3, 1993, inserted "prosecution district" in Subsection (2), added Subsections (4XaXx) and
(4XaXxi), and redesignated the remaining subsections accordingly.
The 1993 amendment by ch. 218, effective
May 3, 1993, rewrote Subsection (7Xd), which
formerly read "any political subdivision of another state."

The 1995 amendment by ch. 88, effective May
1, 1995, added Subsection (7)(e) and made
related changes.
The 1995 amendment by ch. 305, effective
May 1, 1995, added Subsection (4XaXxx) and
made related changes.
This section is set out as reconciled by the
Office of Legislative Research and General
Counsel.

11-13-4. Joint exercise of powers, privileges or authority
by public agencies authorized.
Any power or powers, privileges or authority exercised or capable of exercise
by a public agency of this state may be exercised and enjoyed jointly with any
other public agency of this state having the power or powers, privileges or
authority, and jointly with any public agency of any other state or of the United
States permit such joint exercise or enjoyment. Any agency of the state
government when acting jointly with any public agency may exercise and enjoy
all of the powers, privileges and authority conferred by this act upon a public
agency.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 4.
Meaning of "this act* — See note under
§ 11-13-1.

11-13-5. Agreements for joint or cooperative action —
Resolutions by governing bodies required.
Any two or more public agencies may enter into agreements with one
another for joint or co-operative action pursuant to this act. Adoption of
appropriate resolutions by the governing bodies of the participating public
agencies are necessary before any such agreement may enter into force.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 2; 1977, ch. 47,
§2.

Meaning of "this a c t " — See note under
§ 11-13-1.

11-13-5.5. Contract by public agencies to create new entities to provide services — Powers and duties of
new entities — Generation of electricity.
(1) Any two or more public agencies of Utah may agree to create a separate
legal or administrative entity to accomplish the purpose of their joint or
cooperative action, including the undertaking and financing of a facility or
improvement to provide the service contemplated by that agreement.
(2) (a) The separate legal or administrative entity created under the
authority of this section is a political subdivision of Utah and may:
(i) own, acquire, construct, operate, maintain, and repair or cause
to be constructed, operated, maintained, and repaired any facility or
improvement set forth in the agreement;
(ii) borrow money, incur indebtedness, and issue revenue bonds or
notes for the purposes for which it was created;

(3) for the joint acquisition by gift, grant, purchase, construction,
condemnation or otherwise of any one or more such improvements or
facilities and for the extension, repair or improvement thereof;
(4) for the exercise by a legal or administrative entity created by
agreement of public agencies of the state of Utah of its powers with respect
to any one or more facilities or improvements and the extensions, repairs
or improvements of them; or
(5) any combination of the foregoing.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 15; 1977, ch. 47,
§ 6.
NOTES TO DECISIONS
Power to condemn property.
Municipalities do not possess greater powers
to condemn property as an agency formed pursuant to this act than they have individually

under the eminent domain statutes. CP Natl
Corp. v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 638 P.2d 519
(Utah 1981).

11-13-16. Conveyance or acquisition of property by public agency authorized.
In carrying out the provisions of this chapter, any public agency may convey
property to or acquire propertyfromany other public agency for consideration
as may be agreed upon.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 16; 1989, ch. 41,
§ 4; 1989 (2nd S.S.), ch. 5, § 4.

11-13-16.5. Sharing tax or other revenues.
Any county, city, town, or other local political subdivision may, at the
discretion of the local governing body, share its tax and other revenues with
other counties, cities, towns, or local political subdivisions. Any decision to
share tax and other revenues shall be by local ordinance, resolution, or
interlocal agreement.
History: C. 1963,11-13-16,5, enacted by L.
1984 (2nd S.S.), ch. 3, § 1.
Cross-References. — Revenue sharing be-

tween political subdivisions, Utah Const., Art.
XIII, Sec. 5.

11-13-17. Contracts — Term — Resolutions of governing
bodies to authorize.
Any contract entered into hereunder shall extend for a term of not to exceed
fifty years and shall be authorized by resolutions adopted by the respective
governing bodies.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 17.
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11-13-18. Control and operation of joint facility or improvement provided by contract.
Any facility or improvement jointly owned or jointly operated by any two or
more public agencies or acquired or constructed pursuant to an agreement
under this act may be operated by any one or more of the interested public
agencies designated for the purpose or may be operated by a joint board or
commission or a legal or administrative entity created for the purpose or
through an agreement by a legal or administrative entity and a public agency
receiving service of other benefits from such entity or may be controlled and
operated in some other manner, all as may be provided by appropriate
contract. Payment for the cost of such operation shall be made as provided in
any such contract.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 18; 1977, ch. 47,
§7.

11-13-19. Bond issues by public agencies or by legal and
administrative entities authorized.
Bonds may be issued by any public agency for the acquisition of an interest
in any jointly owned improvement or facility or combination of such facility or
improvement, or may be issued to pay all or part of the cost of the improvement
or extension thereof in the same manner as bonds can be issued by such public
agency for its individual acquisition of such improvement or facility or
combination of such facility or improvement or for the improvement or
extension thereof A legal or administrative entity created by agreement of two
or more public agencies of the state of Utah under this act may issue bonds or
notes under a resolution, trust indenture or other security instrument for the
purpose of financing its facilities or improvements. The bonds or notes may be
sold at public or private sale, mature at such times and bear interest at such
rates and have such other terms and security as the entity determines. Such
bonds shall not be a debt of any public agency party to the agreement. Bonds
and notes issued under this act are declared to be negotiable instruments and
their form and substance need not comply with the Uniform Commercial Code.
History: L. 1965, ch. 14, § 19; 1977, ch. 47,
§8.

11-13-20. Publication of resolutions or contracts — Contesting legality of resolution or contract.
(1) As used in this section:
(a) "Enactment" means:
(i) a resolution adopted or proceedings taken by a governing entity
under the authority of this chapter, and includes a resolution, indenture, or other instrument providing for the issuance of bonds; and
(ii) a contract, agreement, or other instrument that is authorized,
executed, or approved by a governing entity under the authority of
this chapter.
(b) "Governing entity" means:
(i) the legislative body of a public agency; and
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(ii) the governing body of a separate legal or administrative agency
created under this chapter.
(c) "Notice of bonds" means the notice authorized by Subsection (3)(d).
(d) "Notice of contract" means the notice authorized by Subsection
(3X0.
(e) "Official newspaper" means the newspaper selected by a governing
entity under Subsection (4)(b) to publish its enactments.
(2) Any enactment taken or made under the authority of this chapter is not
subject to referendum.
(3) (a) A governing entity need not publish any enactment taken or made
under the authority of this chapter.
(b) A governing entity may provide for the publication of any enactment
taken or made by it under the authority of this chapter according to the
publication requirements established by this section.
(c) (i) If the enactment is a contract, document, or other instrument, or
a resolution or other proceeding authorizing or approving a contract,
document, or other instrument, the governing entity may, instead of
publishing the full text of the contract, resolution, or other proceeding,
publish a notice of contract containing:
(A) the names of the parties to the contract;
(B) the general subject matter of the contract;
(C) the term of the contract;
(D) a description of the payment obligations, if any, of the
parties to the contract; and
(E) a statement that the resolution and contract will be available for review at the governing entity's principal place of
business during regular business hours for 30 days after the
publication of the notice of contract.
(ii) The governing entity shall make a copy of the resolution or
other proceeding and a copy of the contract available at its principal
place of business during regular business hours for 30 days after the
publication of the notice of contract.
(d) If the enactment is a resolution or other proceeding authorizing the
issuance of bonds, the governing entity may, instead of publishing the full
text of the resolution or other proceeding and the documents pertaining to
the issuance of bonds, publish a notice of bonds that contains the
information described in Subsection 11-14-21(3).
(4) (a) If the governing entity chooses to publish an enactment, notice of
bonds, or notice of contract, the governing entity shall comply with the
requirements of this subsection.
(b) If there is more than one newspaper of general circulation, or more
than one newspaper, published within the boundaries of the governing
entity, the governing entity may designate one of those newspapers as the
official newspaper for all publications made under this section.
(c) (i) The governing entity shall publish the enactment, notice of
bonds, or notice of contract in:
(A) the official newspaper;
(B) the newspaper published in the municipality in which the
principal office of the governmental entity is located; or
(C) if no newspaper is published in that municipality, in a
newspaper having general circulation in the municipality.
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(ii) The governing entity may publish the enactment, notice of
bonds, or notice of contract in a newspaper of general circulation or in
a newspaper that is published within the boundaries of any public
agency that is a party to the enactment or contract.
(5) (a) Any person in interest may contest the legality of an enactment or
any action performed or instrument issued under the authority of the
enactment for 30 days after the publication of the enactment, notice of
bonds, or notice of contract.
(b) After the 30 days have passed, no one may contest the regularity,
formality, or legality of the enactment or any action performed or instrument issued under the authority of the enactment for any cause whatsoever.
History: C. 1953, 11-13-20, enacted by L.
1994, ch, 30, § 1.
Repeals and Reenactments. — Laws
1994, ch. 30, § 1 repeals former § 11-13-20, as
enacted by Laws 1965, ch. 14, § 20, concerning

the publication of resolutions or contracts and
providing for contesting the legality of a resolution or contract, and enacts the present section, effective March 2, 1994.

11-13-21. Repealed.
Repeals. — Section 11-13-21 (L. 1965, ch. 14, trical corporation, was repealed by Laws 1975,
§ 22), prohibiting the use of facilities or im- ch. 32, § 1. For present comparable provisions,
provements by a public agency or legal entity to see § ll-14-l(lXk).
duplicate the facilities of a public utility elec-

11-13-22. Qualifications of officers or employees performing services under agreements.
Other provisions of law which may require an officer or employee of a public
agency to be an elector or resident of the public agency or to have other
qualifications not generally appUcable to all of the contracting agencies in
order to qualify for said office or employment shall not be appUcable to officers
or employees who hold office or perform services for more than one pubUc
agency pursuant to agreements executed under the provisions of the Interlocal
Cooperation Act.
History: C. 1953, 11-13-22, enacted by L.
1967, ch. 27, § 1.

11-13-23. Compliance with act sufficient to effectuate
agreements.
When public agencies enter into agreements pursuant to the provisions of
this act whereby they utilize a power or facility jointly, or whereby one political
agency provides a service or facility to another, compliance with the requirements of this act shall be sufficient to effectuate said agreements.
History: C. 1958,11-18-23, enacted by L.
1969, ch. 31, § 1.
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the district named in the certificate of election has been duly incorporated
according to the laws of the state of Utah, with the names of the municipalities and description of the unincorporated county areas which shall
compose the district. The secretary of state shall transmit to each municipality and county a copy of certificate of incorporation. The incorporation of said district shall be effective from and after the date of issuance
of the certificate of incorporation and the district shall thereupon and thereafter become vested with all the rights, privileges and powers accorded
under this act.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12,
§ 14.

11-20-15. Objections to incorporation—Commencement of proceedings
within three months—Interest must be substantially and adversely affected.
—The validity of the incorporation of any district shall not be contestable
in any suit or proceeding not commenced within three months after the
issuance of the certificate of incorporation thereof; and no invalidity or
irregularity in any proceeding which does not substantially and adversely
affect the interests of the electors or citizens of the district, or any municipality therein, shall be held to invalidate the incorporation of any such
district.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12,
§15.

11-20-16. Powers of incorporated district.—Any district incorporated
under this act shall have and exercise power:
(1) To have perpetual succession.
(2) To sue and be sued in all actions and proceedings and in all courts
and tribunals of competent jurisdiction.
(3) To adopt a corporate seal and alter it at pleasure.
(4) To levy and collect taxes for the purpose only of paying the
principal and interest of bonded indebtedness of the district, or for the
purpose of paying any final judgment obtained against the district beyond
the amount of any collectible insurance or indemnity policy if the district
shall be required by final order of any court of competent jurisdiction to
levy a tax to pay such judgment.
(5) To take by grant, purchase, bequest, devise or lease, and to hold,
enjoy, lease, sell, encumber, alien or otherwise dispose of real or personal
property of every kind within the district.
(6) To make contracts and enter into stipulations of any nature
including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, contracts and
stipulations to indemnify and save harmless, and to do all acts necessary
and convenient for the full exercise of the powers granted in this act;
to contract with any department or agency of the United States of
America or of the state of Utah or with any public agency or private person, firm or corporation upon such terms and conditions as the board of
directors finds is for the best interests of the district.
Ada
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(7) To insure against loss of revenues from accident or destruction of
the system or any part thereof, from any cause whatsoever, or against
public liability or property damage, or against all other types of events,
acts or omissions. It may provide in the proceedings authorizing the issuance of any bonds for the carrying of any other insurance, in an amount
and of such character as may be specified, and for the payment of the
premiums thereon.
(8) To provide a public transit system for the transportation of
passengers and their incidental baggage.
(9) To purchase all supplies, equipment and materials, and to construct facilities and works, but when the expenditure required exceeds
$3,000 it shall be let by contract to the lowest responsible bidder. Bids
shall be advertised through publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the district at least once and not less than ten days prior to the
expiration of the period within which bids are received. The board may
reject any and all bids and readvertise at its discretion.
If, after rejecting bids, the board determines and declares by vote of
two-thirds of all its members that in its opinion the supplies, equipment
and materials may be purchased at a lower price in the open market, the
board may proceed to purchase the same in the open market without
further observance of the provisions requiring contracts or bids advertisement.
Contracts, in writing or otherwise, may be let without advertising
for or inviting bids when any repairs, alterations or other work or the
purchase of materials, supplies, equipment or other property shall be
deemed by the board upon a two-thirds vote of the entire membership to be
of urgent necessity.
(10) To acquire, contract for, lease, construct, own, operate, control
or use rights of way, rail lines, monorails, bus lines, stations, platforms,
switches, yards, terminals, parking lots and any and all other facilities
necessary or convenient for public transit service within or partly within
the district underground, upon, or above the ground and under, upon or
over public streets, highways, bridges, viaducts, or other public ways or
waterways together with all physical structures necessary or convenient
for the access of persons and vehicles thereto, and to acquire or contract
for any interest in or rights to the use or joint use of any or all the
foregoing; provided that installations in state highways or freeways
shall be subject to the approval of the state highway commission.
I t shall be presumed that the use of the streets, highways, freeways
and other public places by the district for any of the purposes permitted
herein constitutes no greater burden on adjoining properties than the uses
existing at effective date of this act.
If facilities, other than state highways or freeways referred to above,
(including, but not limited to, streets, highways, pipelines, sewers, water
mains, storm drains, poles, communications wires) of another public agency
of the state, or of a private owner must be relocated, replaced, or altered
in order for the district to construct or operate its system, or to preserve
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and maintain already constructed district facilities, such facilities shall
be relocated, replaced or altered with reasonable promptness by the respective public corporation, state or private owner and the district shall
by prior agreement reimburse the public corporation, state, or private owner
for the reasonable cost incurred in relocation, replacement or alteration.
The district may enter into an agreement with any city or county
having jurisdiction over the street or highway involved and, as may be
provided by agreement, close any city street or county highway at or
near the point of its interception with any district facility or make provision for carrying such city street or county highway over or under
or to a connection with the district facility and may do any and all work
on the city street or county highway as is necessary. No city street or
county highway shall be closed directly or indirectly by the construction
of district facilities except: (1) pursuant to agreement, or (2) while
temporarily necessary during the construction of district facilities.
(11) To hire, lease, or contract for the supplying of, or management
of, any facilities, operations, equipment, services, employees, or management staff, of any operator, whether the district or operator owns or
leases them or is the employer of such employees or management staff and
to provide for subleases or subcontracts by the operator upon terms and
conditions deemed in the public interest. The word "operator" as used
in this section means any city or public agency or any person, firm or
private corporation engaged in the transportation of passengers for hire.
The operations and rates of an operator for the district shall not be
subject to the jurisdiction of the Utah public service commission.
(12) To operate feeder bus lines and other feeder services as necessary.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12,
§16-

Compiler's Notes.
Chapter 12 of Laws 1969 (1st S. S.)
contained no effective date.

11-20-17. Consent required to control public transit facilities—Competition with existing publicly or privately owned public utilities prohibited.—
The district shall not exercise control over any transit facilities now or
hereafter owned and operated wholly or partly within, or without, the
district by any city or public agency, unless by consent of the city or
public agency and upon terms mutually agreed upon between the board and
the city or public agency.
The district shall not establish, construct, complete, acquire, operate,
extend or reroute (all of the foregoing being hereinafter referred to by
the word "establish") directly or indirectly, either itself or by lease or
contract with any other person or persons or otherwise any public transit
service or system or acquire facilities necessary or incidental thereto in
manner or form that may divert, lessen or compete for the patronage or
revenues of an existing system of a publicly or privately owned public
utility furnishing like services or furnishing facilities necessary or incidental to the construction or operation of transit facilities without the
consent of the utility.
Af\Q
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construed and shall include any controversy concerning wages, salaries,
working conditions, hours, or benefits, including health and welfare, sick
leave, insurance or pension, or retirement provisions, but not limited
thereto, and including any controversy concerning any differences or questions that may arise between the parties, including but not limited to the
making or maintaining of collective bargaining agreements, the terms to be
included in such agreement, and the interpretation or application of such
collective bargaining agreements and any grievances that may arise. Each
party shall pay one-half of the expense of such arbitration.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12,
§32.

11-20-33. Acquisition of existing public transit systems—Rights and
benefits of employees preserved.—Whenever the district shall acquire an
existing public transit system, all of the employees of such system, to the
extent necessary for the operation thereof, except executive or administrative officers and employees, shall be transferred to and appointed employees
of the district, and these employees shall be given sick leave, seniority,
vacation and pension or retirement credits in accordance with the records
of the acquired system. Members and beneficiaries of any pension or retirement plan or other program of benefits established by the acquired public
transit system, shall continue to Jiave rights, privileges, benefits, obligations and status with respect to such established plan or program. Terms,
conditions and provisions of any pension or retirement plan or of any
amendment or modification thereof affecting employees may be established,
amended or modified by agreement with such employees or their duly authorized representatives.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12,
§33.

11-20-34. Agreements with state or public agency.—The district may
co-operate with and enter into agreements with the state of Utah or any
public agency thereof, to establish transit facilities and equipment or to
study or plan transit facilities. The state or any public agency thereof,
may make public contributions to the district as in the judgment of the
legislature or governing board of the agency are necessary or proper for its
undertaking, and the district may reimburse the state or public agency
for any advance or contribution from proceeds of the sale of bonds or any
other funds available to the district. The state or any public agency may
also authorize, aid and assist the district to carry out any activity which
the state or public agency is by law authorized to perform and carry out
on its own behalf.
History: L. 1969 (1st S. S.), ch. 12,
§34.

11-20-35. Limitation on indebtedness of district—'Indebtedness'' defined.—Districts shall not incur any indebtedness which exceeds in the
aggregate 15% of the assessed value of all real and personal property
in the district. Within the meaning of this section, "indebtedness" includes
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PART 10
PUBLIC TRANSIT DISTRICTS
17A-2-1001. Short title.
This act shall be known and may be cited as the Utah Public Transit District Act.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 1; C. renumbered in 1990. The reference should
1953, 11-20-1; renumbered by L. 1990, ch. probably be read as "this part."
186, § 367.
Compiler's Notes. — Section 2 of Laws
Amendment Notes. — The 1990 amend- 1991 (1st S.S.), ch. 5, which amended
ment, effective April 23, 1990, renumbered § 59-12-501, provides: "This amendment clarithis section, which formerly appeared as fies and harmonizes the provisions of this sec§ 11-20-1.
tion with the provisions of Part 10, Chapter 2,
Meaning of "this act" — The term "this Title 17A, which permit voter approval by a
act," as used in this section, refers to Laws portion of a county for inclusion within a pub1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, which enacted this sec- lie transit district and imposition of a sales and
tion and §§ 11-20-2 to 11-20-58, which were use tax."
COLLATERAL REFERENCES
Am. Jur. 2d. — 14 Am. Jur. 2d Carriers
§§ 849 to 858.
Key Numbers. — Carriers «=» 10,12(4), 262.

17A-2-1002. Legislative findings.
The Legislature hereby finds and declares:
(1) that the predominant part of the state's population is located in its
rapidly expanding metropolitan and other urban areas which generally
cross the boundary lines of local jurisdictions and often extend into two or
more counties;
(2) that usage of present public urban transit systems has been declining while cost of operation has been increasing, so that present public
transit systems have been forced to curtail services rendered, and their
plans and equipment have been deteriorating with the result that they
are unable to provide the type of service needed by citizens and are unable to plan, establish and coordinate area-wide metropolitan public transit systems;
(3) that the welfare and vitality of urban areas, the satisfactory movement of people within these areas, the lessening of traffic congestion and
the effectiveness of housing, tourist, highway and other governmental
programs, are being jeopardized thereby; and
(4) that the problems involved in adequately furnishing public urban
transportation for the present and future needs of the people of the state
are of such magnitude and complexity that the various urban transit
systems, municipalities and counties acting individually, lack the ability,
finances and jurisdiction to resolve, establish and coordinate urban transportation.
Therefore, it is essential to establish a public agency known as a transit
district which can operate in its own right and authority and exercise jurisdic-
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17A-2-1016, Powers of incorporated district.
Any district incorporated under this part shall have and exercise power:
(1) To have perpetual succession.
(2) To sue and be sued in all actions and proceedings and in all courts
and tribunals of competent jurisdiction.
(3) To adopt a corporate seal and alter it at pleasure.
(4) To levy and collect taxes for the purpose only of paying the principal
and interest of bonded indebtedness of the district, or for the purpose of
paying any final judgment obtained against the district beyond the
amount of any collectable insurance or indemnity policy if the district
shall be required by final order of any court of competent jurisdiction to
levy a tax to pay such judgment.
(5) To take by grant, purchase, bequest, devise, or lease, and to hold,
enjoy, lease, sell, encumber, alien, or otherwise dispose of real or personal
property of every kind within the district. The state, a municipality, or a
county may acquire private property interests by eminent domain pursuant to Chapter 34, Title 78, including fee simple, easements, air rights,
rights-of-way, and other private property interest necessary to the establishment and operation of a public transit district.
(6) To make contracts and enter into stipulations of any nature including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, contracts and stipulations to indemnify and save harmless, and to do all acts necessary and
convenient for the full exercise of the powers granted in this part; to
contract with any department or agency of the United States of America
or of the state of Utah or with any public agency or private person, firm,
or corporation upon such terms and conditions as the board of directors
finds is for the best interests of the district.
(7) To insure against loss of revenues from accident or destruction of
the system or any part thereof, from any cause whatsoever, or against
public liability or property damage, or against all other types of events,
acts, or omissions. It may provide in the proceedings authorizing the
issuance of any bonds for the carrying of any other insurance, in an
amount and of such character as may be specified, and for the payment of
the premiums thereon.
(8) To provide a public transit system for the transportation of passengers and their incidental baggage.
(9) To purchase all supplies, equipment, and materials, and to construct facilities and works, but when the expenditure required exceeds
$25,000 it shall be let by contract to the lowest responsible bidder or
proposer. Bids or proposals shall be advertised through public notice as
determined by the board. Such notice may include publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the district, trade journal, or other method
determined by the board at least once and not less than ten days prior to
the expiration of the period within which bids or proposals are received.
The board may reject any and all bids or proposals and readvertise or give
renotice at its discretion.
If, after rejecting bids or proposals, the board determines and declares
by vote of two-thirds of all its members present that in its opinion the
supplies, equipment, and materials may be purchased at a lower price in
the open market, the board may proceed to purchase the same in the open
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maiKei. -A
f observance of the provisions requiring contracts,
bids or pnjp-.^... , advertisement, or notice.
Contracts, in writing or otherwise, may be let without advertising for
or inviting bids when any repairs, alterations, or other work or the purchase of materials, supplies, equipment, or other property shall be
deemed by the board upon a two-thirds vote of its members present to be
of urgent necessity, or where the general manager certifies by affidavit
that there is only one sounv tor the required supplies, equipment, and
materials, or construction neir. If any payment on a contract - ... - ,
LU construct
facilities under this section 1& iciai;ie<i *>r u * ^..i., he placed in
an interest bearing account and the interest shall accrue for the benefit of
the contractor and subcontractors to be paid after the project is completed
and accepted by the board. It is the responsibility of the contractor to
ensure that any interest accrued on the retainage is distributed by the
contractor to subcontractors on a pro rata basis.
(10) To acquire, contract for, lease, construct, own, operate, conti ol, or
use rights of way, rail lines, monorails, bus lines, stations, platforms,
switches, yards, terminals, parking lots, and any and all other facilities
necessary or convenient for public transit service within or partly within
the district underground, upon, or above the ground and under, upon, or
over public streets, highways, bridges, viaducts, or other public ways or
waterways, together with all physical structures necessary or convenient
for the access of persons and vehicles thereto, and to acquire or contract
for any interest in or rights to the use or joint use of any or all the
foregoing; provided that installations in state highways or freeways shall
be subject to the approval of the state highway commission. It shall be
presumed that the use of the streets, highways, freeways, and other public places by the district for any of the purposes permitted herein constitutes no greater burden on adjoining properties than the uses existing at
the effective date of this part. If facilities, other than state highways or
freeways referred to above, (including, but not limited to, streets, highways, pipelines, sewers, water mains, storm drains, poles, communications wires) of another public agency of the state, or of a private owner
must be relocated, replaced, or altered in order for the district to construct
or operate its system, or to preserve and maintain already constructed
district facilities, such facilities shall be relocated, replaced, or altered
with reasonable promptness by the respective public corporation, state, or
private owner and the district shall by prior agreement reimburse the
public corporation, state, or private owner for the reasonable cost incurred in relocation, replacement, or alteration. The district may enter
into an agreement with any city or county having jurisdiction over the
street or highway involved and, as may be provided by agreement, close
any city street or county highway at or near the point of its interception
with any district facility or make provision for carrying such city street or
county highway over or under or to a connection with the district facility
and may do any and all work on the city street or county highway as is
necessary. No city street or county highway shall be closed directly or
indirectly by the construction of district facilities except: (1) pursuant to
agreement, or (2) while temporarily necessary during the construction of
-'•\rt facilities.
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(11) To hire, lease, or contract for the supplying of, or management of,
any facilities, operations, equipment, services, employees, or management staff of any operator, whether the district or operator owns or leases
them or is the employer of such employees or management staff and to
provide for subleases or subcontracts by the operator upon terms and
conditions deemed in the public interest. The word "operator" as used in
this section means any city or public agency or any person, firm, or private corporation engaged in the transportation of passengers for hire. The
operations and rates of an operator for the district shall not be subject to
the jurisdiction of the Utah Public Service Commission.
(12) To operate feeder bus lines and other feeder services as necessary.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 16;
1980, ch, 8, § 1; 1983, ch. 60, § 9; 1988, ch.
119, § 2; C. 1953, 11-20-16; renumbered by
L. 1990, ch. 186, § 382.
Amendment Notes. — The 1988 amendment, effective April 25, 1988, added the second sentence in Subsection (5); in Subsection
(9) substituted "$25,000" for "10,000" and
added or proposer in the first sentence, inserted or proposals after x>ids where the
phrase occurs, deleted "or trade journal" after

"newspaper" and inserted "trade journal, or
other method determined by the board" in the
third sentence, inserted "or give renotice" in
the fourth sentence, and added "or notice" at
the end in the fifth sentence; and made stylist ic changes throughout,
effective April 23,
The
199Q a m e n d m e n t
^
^
1990 renumbered this
which formeriy
d a g § llm2Qml6
a n d m a d e corr e 8 pond•
f
h
g
*

COLLATERAL REFERENCES
A.L.R. — Public contracts: authority of state
or its subdivision to reject all bids, 52
A.L.R.4th 186.

17A-2-1017. Consent required to control facilities — Competition with existing publicly or privately owned
public carriers prohibited.
The district shall not exercise control over any transit facilities now or
hereafter owned and operated wholly or partly within, or without, the district
by any city or public agency, unless by consent of the city or public agency and
upon terms mutually agreed upon between the board and the city or public
agency.
The district may not establish directly or indirectly, any public transit
service or system or acquire facilities necessary or incidental thereto in manner or form that may divert, lessen, or complete for the patronage or revenues
of a preexisting system of a publicly or privately owned public carrier furnishing like services without the consent of the public or private carrier.
The maintenance and operation of any existing system acquired by the
district from a publicly or privately owned public carrier shall not be deemed
to be the establishment of a public transit service or system within the meaning of this section.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 17;
1988, ch. 119, § 3; C. 1953, 11-20-17; renumbered by L. 1990, ch. 186, § 383.
Amendment Notes. — The 1988 amendment, effective April 25,1988, rewrote the pro-

visions of the second sentence preceding "any
public transit service," which had read, "The
district shall not establish, construct, complete,
acquire, operate, extend or reroute (all of the
foregoing being hereinafter referred to by the
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ment plan *»r - fain amendment r modification thereof affecting employees
may be estabhshed, amended or modified by agreement with such employees
, »• JI^.M- ^iniv .inth/iri-/^ representatives.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.). rl> 12, § 33; C.
1953, 11-20-33; renumbered i
1990. ch.
186, $ 399
Amendment Notes.
Phi* 199U amrnd-
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merit, < effective April 23. 1990, renumbered
this section, vhirh former!v appeared as
§ H-20-33.
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igency.

The district may cooperate with and enter into a
h the state of
Utah or any public agency thereof, to establish t.,., > .i ,.,... Aes and equipment or to study or plan transit facilities fI he stale or any public agency
thereof, may make public contributions to the district as in the judgment of
the Legislature or governing board of the agency are necessary or proper for
its undertaking, and the district may reimburse the state or public agency for
any advance or contribution, from proceeds of the sale of bonds or any other
funds available to the district. The state or any public agency may also authorize, aid and assist the district to carry out any activity which the state or
public agency is by law authorized to perform and carry out on its own behalf.
History: L. 1969 (1st S.S.), ch. 12, § 34; C.
1953, 11-20-34; renumbered by L. 1990, ch.
186, § 400.
Amendment f ic tes
"I he 1 9

—f,

effective April 23, 1990, renumbered
section, which formerly appeared as
20 \

17A-2-1035. Limitation -: indebtedness of district.
Districts may not incur ai... .njr.bt-idness which exceeds in the aggregate
3% of the 'fair market value of all real and personal property in the district.
Within the meaning of this section, "indebtedness" includes all forms of debt
which the district is authorized to incur by this part or by any other law.
Bonds issued that are payable solely from revenues derived from the operation of all or part, of the district facilities may hot ho included as indebtedness
of the (li'-inot Uw t'-u* purpose of the computation.
Histoid. *„ JJi*\* :lhi ?i.;..
w U, v .$5;
1985, ch. 165, § 14; 1988, ch. 3. s Mi; < 1953.
11-20-35; renumbered by I.. 1W»0 ^ ;H*;
§ 401.
Amendment Notes, — The \V^> im<-nd
ment, effective February 9, 1988, substituted
"may not" for "shall not" in two places; substituted "fair market value" for "assessed value"

in 'tw first ^Titence; and made .> mir:*>r ^vh*.
uc chant!*The l^yo .mieuameiiu t«iicci.\L- .-.pi.. J.i.
1990, renumbered this section, which formerly
jppeared as <j 11-20-35, and made \ .»rr<
j a d i n g reference change,
Retrospective Operation. — Laws 1988,
ch. 3, § 269 provides that the act has retrospective operation to January 1, 1988.
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PARTI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
20A-7-101. Definitions.
As used in this chapter:
(1) "Certified" means that the county clerk has acknowledged a signature as being the signature of a registered
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(2) "Circulation" means the process of submitting an initiative or
referendum petition to legal voters for their signature.
(3) "Initiative" means a new law proposed for adoption by the public as
provided in this chapter.
(4) "Initiative packet" means a copy of the initiative petition, a copy of
the proposed law, and the signature sheets, all of which have been bound
together as a unit.
(5) "Legal signatures" means the number of signatures of legal voters
that:
(a) meet the numerical requirements of this chapter; and
(b) have been certified and verified as provided in this chapter.
(6) "Legal voter" means a person who:
(a) is registered to vote; or
(b) becomes registered to vote before the county clerk certifies the
signatures on an initiative or referendum petition.
(7) (a) "Local law" includes an ordinance, resolution, master plan, and
any comprehensive zoning regulations adopted by ordinance or resolution.
(b) "Local law" does not include individual property zoning decisions.
(8) "Local attorney" means the county attorney, city attorney, or town
attorney in whose jurisdiction a local initiative or referendum petition is
circulated.
(9) "Local clerk" means the county clerk, city recorder, or town clerk in
whose jurisdiction a local initiative or referendum petition is circulated.
(10) "Local legislative body" means the legislative body of a county, city,
or town.
(11) "Measure" means an initiative or referendum.
(12) "Referendum" means a law passed by the Legislature or by a local
legislative body that is being submitted to the voters for their approval or
rejection.
(13) "Referendum packet" means a copy of the referendum petition, a
copy of the law being submitted to the voters for their approval or
rejection, and the signature sheets, all of which have been bound together
as a unit.
(14) "Signature sheets" means sheets in the form required by this
chapter that are used to collect signatures in support of an initiative or
referendum.
(15) "Sponsors" means the legal voters who support the initiative or
referendum and who sign the application for petition copies.
(16) "Sufficient" means that the signatures submitted in support of an
initiative or referendum petition have been certified and verified as
required by this chapter.
(17) "Verified" means acknowledged by the person circulating the petition as required in Sections 20A-7-205 and 20A-7-305.
History: C. 1953,20A-7-101, enacted by L,
1994, ch. 1, § 9; 1994, ch. 21, § 30; 1994, ch.
272, § 1.
Amendment Notes. — The 1994 amendment by ch. 21, effective March 1,1994, substituted "Local law* for "Law or ordinance" at the

beginning of Subsection (7Xb).
The 1994 amendment by ch. 272, effective
May 2,1994, added Subsections (8) and (9) and
renumbered the following subsections accordingly.
This section is set out as reconciled by the
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20A-7-512. Miscondi :i -i :;il - of electors and officers — Penalty.
(1 ) It is unlawful for any person to:
(a) sign any name other than his o* a u as; . .liauvi; petiiiu.s,
(b) knowingly sign his name more than one- <:-• the same measure at
one election;
(c) sign an initiative knowing he is not a legal voter;
(d) knowingly and willfully violate any provision of this part.
(2) Any person violating this part is guilty of a class A misdemeanor
History: C. 1953,20A-7-512, enacted by L.
Effective Dates. — Laws 1994, ch. 272
1994, ch. 272, § 16; 1995, ch. 165, § 12.
became effective on May 2, 1994, pursuant to
Amendment Notes. — The 1995 amend- Utah Const,, Art. VI, Sec, 25.
ment, effective May 1, 1995, in Subsection (2),
Cross-References. — Sentencing for iiiisdesubstituted "is guilty of a class A misdemeanor" meanors, §§ 76-3-201, 76-3-204, 76-3-301.
for language specifying a fine not exceeding
$500, imprisonment not exceeding two years, or
both.

PART 5
LOCAL REFERENDA —
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requirements.

:

(1) A person seeking to have a law passed by the local legislative
submitted to a vote of the people shall obtain legal signatures equal to:
(a) 10% of all the votes cast in the county, city, or town for all candidates
for governor at the last election at which a governor was elected if the total
number of votes exceeds 25,000;
(b) 12 ¥2% of all the votes cast in the county, city, or town lor all
candidates for governor at the last election at which a governor was
elected if the total number of votes does not exceed 25,000 but is more than
10,000;
(c) 15% of all the votes cast in the county, city, or town for all candidates
for governor at the last election at which a governor was elected if the total
number of votes does not exceed 10,000 but is more than 2,500;
(d) 20% of all the votes cast in the county, city, or town for all candidates
for governor at the last election at which a governor was elected if the total
number of votes does not exceed 2,500 but is more than 500;
(e) 25% of all the votes cast in the county, city, or town for all candidates
for governor at the last election at which a governor was elected if the total
number of votes does not exceed 500 but is more than 250; and
(f) 30% of all the votes cast in the county, city, or town for all candidates
for governor at the last election at which a governor was elected if the total
number of votes does not exceed 250.
(2) (a) Sponsors of any referendum petition challenging any local law
passed by a local legislative body shall file the petition wit Inn 35 days after
the passage of the local law.
(b) The local law remains in effect until repealed by the voters via
referendum
(3) If the referendum passes, the local law that was challenged by the
referendum is repealed as of the date of the election
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CHAPTER 5
THE PUBLIC TRANSIT DISTRICT AUTHORITY
u-t'., , >l'lf-5«l„
resent transit systems inadequate, in ax.
ueage of present public urban transit systems has been declining *hile cost of operation has been increasing, so that
present public transit systems have been forced to curtail
services rendered, and their plans and equipment have been
deteriorating *ith the result that they are unable to pro*
vide the type of service needed by citizens and arm unable to
plan* establish and coordinate area-vide metropolitan public
transit systems.

•aS*c. 23-^-2. Community need for transportation. That
the welfare and vitality of urban areas# the satisfactory
movement of people within these areas, the lessening of
traffic congestion and the effectiveness of housing, tourists,
highways and other governmental programs are M e g jeopardised
thereby.
Sec. 23-5-3. Transit district necessary to finance program. That tha problems involved in adequately furnishing
public urbfn transportation for the present and future needs
of the people of the state are of such magnitude and complexity
that the variousurban transit systems, municipalities and counties acting individually, lack the ability, finances and
jurisdictions to resolve, establish and coordinate urban
transportation.
Therefore# it is essential to establish a public agency
known as a transit district which can operate in its own right
and authority and exercise jurisdiction without being restricted
to municipal, corporate or county limits or governed by representatives of the governmental units lying within the district*
It is the purpose of this act to provide the means necessary
for mass transportation of persons presently and in the future.
Sec.•23*5-4. Public convenience and necessity for
district. Bow, therefore, it is hereby declared that public
convenience and necessity require incorporation of a Public
Transit District wHbh can operate in its own right and authority
'and exerciee jurisdiction without restriction to municipal,
corporate or county limits or the government of governmental
units lying within the district. It is for the purpose of
this ordinance to provide the means necessary for mass transportation of persons presently and in the future, all pursuant
to Chapter 12, Laws of the State of Utah, 1965, First Special
Session, as therein made and provided.
Sec. 23-5-5. Cities to be included. That the names of
the municipalities and a description of the arai to be included
within the jurisdiction of tne proposed district is as followst
Incorporated areas to be includedt
City
City
City
City
City
City

of
of
of
of
of
of

Salt Lake City
South Salt Lake
Murray
Midvale
Bingham
8andy

Sec. 23-5-6. Election to be called. That it is contemplated that an election will b* mlled on the fourth day of
November, 1969, for the purpose of having the proposition of
the creation and the incorporation of the district submitted
to the duly qualified electors residing in the area for
ratification or rejection.
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Affidavit of Publication
STATE OF UTAH, 1 ^
County of Salt Lake/ ***
Shekel
Being fimi duly sworn* depose* nnd says thai he is legal adver*
fining clerk of the DESERET \E1TS. a daily (except
Sundm)
newspaper printed in the English language with general cir*
eolation in (/IMA, and published in Salt l<ake City\ Salt Ijake
County* in the State of Utah.
That the legal notice of which a copy is attached

herein

p

Salt Lake Oty Bill No 9 of 1969
An Ordinance relating tc the creation of a
Public Transit District Authority*

wa* published

in said newspaper

on ,9s1?9P?F-lj-2>9?9-

l^/Z£&*.
\jegal Adivrtising

ijsworn
oer

Si

to before

Cierk

me this

day of

A.D. I9.§9„.
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23-5-1

23-5-4

Chapter 5
:ORITY
Sections:
23-54..
23-5-2.
23-5-3.
23-5-4.
23-5-5.
23-5-6.

Present transit systems inadequate.
Community need for transportation.
Transit district necessary to finance program.
Public convenience and necessity for district.
Cities to be included.
Election to be called.

bee. 23-5-1, Present transit systems inadequate. That usage of present
public urban transit systems has been declining while cost of operation has
been increasing, so that present public transit systems have been forced to
curtail services rendered, and their plans and equipment have been deterio
rating with the result that they are unable to provide the type of service
needed by citizens and are unable to plan, establish and coordinate area-wide
metropolitan public transit systems.
Sec. 23-5-2. Community need for transportation. That the welfare and
vitality of urban areas, the satisfactory movement of people within these
areas, the lessening of traffic congestion and the effectiveness of housing,
tourists, highways and other governmental programs are being jeopardized
thereby.
Sec* 23-5-3, ' transit district necessary to finance program. That Lhe
problems involved in adequately furnishing public urban transportation for
the present and future needs of the people of the state are of such magnitude
and complexity that the various urban transit systems, municipalities and
counties acting individually, lack the ability, finances and jurisdictions to
resolve, establish and coordinate urban transportation.
Therefore, it is essential to establish a public agency known as a transit
district which can operate in its own right and authority and exercise juris
diction without -being restricted to municipal, corporate or county limits or
governed by representatives of the government unit- iy\ny wuhii
district. It is the purpose of this act to provide the means necessan in- nu^
transportation of persons presently and in the fi lture.
Sec. 23-5-4. Public convenience and necessity for district. Now,
therefore, it is hereby declared that public convenience and necessity require
incorporation of a Public Transit District which can operate in its own right
and authority and exercise jurisdiction wit hoi it restriction of municipal,
September, 1972
March, 1977

23-5-5-23-5-6

BUSES, AUTO RENTAL, ETC.

corporate or county limits or the government or governmental units lying
within the district. It is the purpose of this ordinance to provide the means
necessary for mass transportation of persons presently and in the future, all
pursuant to Chapter 12, Laws of the State of Utah, 1965, First Special
Session, as therein made and provided.
BILL NO 183 NOV 23 1976
Sec. 23-5-5. Cities to be included. That the names of the municipalities
and a description of the area to be included within the jurisdiction of the
proposed district is as follows:
Incorporated areas to be included: City of Salt Lake City, City of South
Salt Lake, City of Murray, City of Midvale, City of Bingham, City of Sandy.
Sec. 23-5-6. Election to be called. That it is contemplated that an election
will be called on the fourth day of November, 1969, for the purpose of having
the proposition of the creation and the incorporation of the district submitted
to the duly qualified electors residing in the area for ratification or rejection.

September, 1972
March, 1977
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successor, and other relevant statutes. This title is,
in addition, intended to:
A. Lessen congestion in the streets or roads;
B. Secure safety from fire and other dangers;
C Provide adequate light and air,
D. Classify land uses and distribute land development and utilization;
E. Protect the tax base;
F. Secure economy in governmental expenditures;
G. Foster the city's industrial, business and residential development; and
H. Protect the environment. (Ord. 26-95 § 2(13), 1995)
21A.02.040 Effect of adopted master plans or
general plans.
All master plans or general plans adopted by the
planning commission and city council for the city
or for an area of the city, shall serve as an advisory
guide for land use decisions. Amendments to the
text of this tide or zoning map should be consistent
with the purposes, goals, objectives and policies of
the applicable adopted master plan or general plan
of Salt Lake City. (Ord. 26-95 § 2(1-4), 1995)
21A.02.050 Applicability.
A. General applicability. The provisions of this
title shall apply to all of the land area within the
corporate limits of Salt Lake City, as indicated on
the zoning map as provided in Chapter 21A.22,
Zoning Districts, Map and Boundaries. Except as
expressly provided in this title, no development shall
be undertaken without prior zoning approval pursuant to the provisions of this title.
B. Exemptions. The following properties, uses
and structures shall, to the extent provided by law,
be exempt from the regulations of this title:
1. Properties of the State of Utah or Federal
Government Properties owned and occupied by the
state of Utah or the United States. Where laws applicable to such properties require the property
owner to takereasonablesteps to comply with local
regulations, this exemption shall not be construed to
abrogate that requirement.
960-3

(Sail Lake Oty 3-96)

